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SHDiP FARMING IN THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

The present time while wool prices are reasonably good is 
opportune to tackle the sheep industry’s problems in a consistent 
way. There seems to have been fairly general agreement with the 
findings and recommendations of .unro and Davies but nothing 
systematic has been done to follow up these reports. At that 

‘ time wool prices were low and money scarce, then the war came 
and all through there has been lack of confidence between the 
Government and sheepowners in developing a forward policy. 
Several Managers have been making their own efforts to find out 
by trial and error how they could improv. ?. editions. Credit 
is due to them for some remarkable achievmu-nts.

The low plane of nutrition results in young sheep taking 
6-9 months longer to reach maturity than in the high country of 
New Zealand or Britain. Young ewes in the F.I. are not put to 
the ram until they arc 2-g- years old - a season later than else
where. Even so the lambing rate is low - about 65 per cent at 
marking time and of these lambs 20 per cent do not survive to 
shearing at 15 months.

Mr. Burd’s recommendations

Some have succeeded at heavy cost in creating several hundred 
•cres of improved grass and clover paddocks round the settlements; 
some have been breaking the white grass camp in selected places 

/ and ...

Happily this decline in numbers has been offset considerably, 
not completely, by the increase in the average weight of fleece 
in recent years, and improvement in the quality of wool marketed. 
F.I. wool has been gaining a rising reputation and commands a 
better market than before. Managers and sheep owners have pursued 
a progressive policy in stock selection by using the best rams 
available, but they have not been able to apply selection at all 
rigorously to the ewe flocks because of the low reproduction rate 
which necessitates retaining almost every female for breeding. 
Nature takes such a heavy toll that man is left with little scope 
for exercising his judgment. ’e need to sec how far it will pay 
to take measures to raise the carrying capacity of the camp and 
at the same time improve the survival rate among lambs and hoggets. 
There is no reason why the quality or weight of wool should suffer 
in the process. The wool type of Romney in the F.I. obviously 
suits the country.

Is the pace of rcproductic. so slow and the casualty rate 
so high that the future of sheep farming in the F.I. is threatened 
to the point that in 10 or 20 years’ time there will not be enough 
sheep bred to maintain the wool output? Munro foresaw this in 
his report in 1924 and so did William Davies in his report in 
1939. Both urged the need for some control of stocking by close 
fencing and resting the better grazing occasionally. The decline 
in numbers of sheep shorn has continued since then. In his report 
Davies stated that from 1909-38 there was a reduction of 14.7 
per cent in the numbers of sheep and a fall of 15.6 per cent in 
the wool output. The stock returns for the 17 years since then 
show a fall of another 12.6 per cent. In short the sheep are 
less by one-quarter compared with 40 years ago. The Colony’s 
total wool production has been falling rather than rising in this 
period.

Nature sets a slow pace in the Falkland Islands. The peat 
moorlands, mainly tufts of white grass with some finer herbage 
between, gives poor grazing generally. The extensive sheep 
ranching without any control of grazing must have punished the 
finer herbage severely in the last 70 years. -ore care is now 
taken in burning, but on balance there has probably been a deter
ioration in the quality of the feed.
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gather information

sheep man

The initiative should come from the

It is important that the major part of the cost should

ride and take care of himself, - aged 30 upwards. He would be 
responsible to a small technical committee of the Sheepowners’ 
Association and would make a quarterly report to be circulated 
to all members.

extravagant notions from official sources. The technical officer 
would spend most of his time in the camp and he must be able to 
ride and take care of himself, - aged 30 upwards. He would be 
responsible to a small technical committ<. of the Sheepowners’

be found by sheepowners themselves so that they can call the tune 
and get the work done that they want without having to combat 
extravagant notions from official sources. 1 __.l ’’ "T

and cultivating the ground to grow strips of Yorkshire fog gross; 
in some places phosphate fertilisers have been applied to these 
strips and fencing erected to give this better herbage a rest 
occasionally from grazing by sheep; in some places white clover 
has been established in these improved strips by transplanting 
small pieces of clover plant from paddocks at the settlements 
where clover grows abundantly. Elsewhere English grasses and 
clover seed inoculated with bacterial culture obtained from England 
have been tried. In several places the experimental plots of 
grass leys and fertiliser Irid down to Aberystwyth specifications 
before Davies came out can still be traced although the pegs mark
ing the sections have disappeared. Elsewhere in wet places the 
Cuthbertson machine is being used to cut ditches and get the water 
away so making drier and safer grazing. All this is interesting 
and commendable, but there are no records of the diversified 
attempts to improve the grazing for sheer and raise the stock 
carrying capacity. Each man has been trying to learn what he can

) for himself without the encouragement of knowing what others 
were doing, what they found promising and what they had discarded 
as not worth while. A good (•-al of effort must have been wasted.

The same is true of experiments made to save losses among 
lambs and hoggets. Some Managers think that cobalt deficiency 
may be a cause of loss and they are drenching their sheep. Others 
think there may be different mineral deficiencies and have tried 
supplying minerals. Others think that worms may be the cause 
of loss among young lambs and others attribute losses to pulpy 
kidney disease. Everyone agrees that too many lambs and sheep 
are lost in the creeks and hidden streams and water holes. But 
if there arc prevalent diseases they have not yet been diagnosed.

A suitable technical officer could probably be secured on a 
five-year engagement for a salary of £1000-1500 a year. Incidental 
expenses, such as secretarial help when needed in Stanley and 
simple laboratory equipment for soil testing etc., might cost 
another £1000 a year, making a total cost of £2,500. Towards this 
the F.I. Government might properly be expected to contribute £1000. 
There is a Colonial Agricultural Research Committee which might 
also be expected to help by way of providing simple scientific 
equipment. It is important that the major part of the cost should

All this points to the need for employing a technical officer 
who will go round the camps to study conditions, 
from the Managers about their particular problems, study conditions 
on the spot and then set about an agreed programme of close invest
igation to find out the answers. This technical officer should be 
first and foremost a sheep man, either from home or from New Zealand 
or Australia. He will need to understand the methods of grassland 
improvement being used elsewhere to raise production and he will 
need to be enough of a scientist to do simple soil tests and make 
veterinary examinations to identify the causes of losses among 
lambs. To make this service a success he must be the servant of 
the sheepowners and not a Government official. The history of 
the agricultural department in Stanley is too well-known for this 
point to require emphasis. The initiative should come from the 
Sheepowners’ Association.

The development of a technical advisory service could be of 
great value to all who realise that the F.I. sheep industry ought 
to be keeping pace rather better with recent developments in 
grassland improvement and the prevention of disease losses^ ^1
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Round the settlements we can encourage additional ploughing 
/ of . . . .

Mr. Vinson at North Arm has pioneered the introduction of 
white clover on strips already sown with Yorkshire fog and he 
has been remarkably successful in getting the clover established 
strongly. If he can do more of this and fence off small sections 
alongside the existing boundary fence, this will allow a test to 
be made of controlled grazing as a means of encouraging the better 
grasses and clovers. Sections of the existing Yorkshire fog grass 
could now be cultivated again and sown with improved English 
grasses and clovers with grazing control to give them a fair 
chance to establish.

hope that the Directors of the 1.1. Company will agree to contrib
ute £750 a year for five years which would give a lead to other 
sheepowners. Conditions in the F.I. are not the same as in the 
hill country of Scotland, 'holes or New Zealand where sheep are 
also the mainstay. Our problems arc different, but this does not 
mean that they are insuperable. We need to know what improvements 
are technically possible and whether the measures that prove 
effective will pay for adoption widely on a commercial scale.

So much for general policy. Assuming the approval of the 
Directors, the F.I.Co. can go ahead with several experiments 
intended to improve the grazing for sheep. Mr. Gilruth has given 
Cuthbertson ideas for a machine which will plant grass seed clover 
and fertiliser in strips on selected white grass camp. We shall 
try to get a working model out as soon as possible. This may be 
a most valuable development, Tf these strips are sown to cover 
say 500 acres out of a total arc-u of 1500 acres which has been 
divided off from a main ewe camp to allow grazing control and 
regular resting, the experiment will have the best chance of success 
The better grasses and clovers must be given a chance to grow away 
and make root growth which they cannot do if continuously gnawed 
close by sheep. If the fences on the selected 500 acres can be 
made cattle-proof by running a top barbed wire, there is little 
doubt that occasional grazing and treading by cattle would have 
a beneficial effect on the herbage, may succeed in this way 
in getting a sensational improvement in the herbage and grazing 
quality of the white grass camp without the impossible heavy cost 
of ploughing and cultivating large areas. One outcome of this 
trial may be that we shall find that the ewe lambs bred on the 
improved camp mature faster and can be mated at 1^- years old 
instead of years. This would go some way to check the decline 
in sheep numbers referred to earlier. Mr. Gilruth will next season 
try mating U00 hoggets a season earlier than usual on a good piece 
of camp where conditions will favour them.

Mr. Clement at Fitzroy has an idea for pasture improvement 
br crowding cattle on to a small area of white grass, making them 
trample and break the surface mat and manure the ground at the 
same time. He will then scatter Yorkshire fog - and may be pieces 
of white clover on the North Arm pattern - getting them trodden 
in by the cattle. He could also try some improved grasses like 
cocksfoot and rye grass. The practicability of crowding cattle 
on to a small space will depend on the efficacy of the electric 
fence which he proposes to use. This would be the cheapest method 
and the fence could quickly be moved on to another piece of ground 
to repeat the process. If an electric fence will not hold the 
cattle at close quarters when they become hungry it will be worth 
erecting .an ordinary wire fence with a to£i barbed wire to test 
the possibilities of making cattle do the hard work of preparing 
the ground for sowing better grasses.
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wea th er.
£10,000, we
I am sure that Mr.

of convenient ground in rotation, growing kale and rape oc pio-nasr 
crops and following with oats and improved grass and clover leys. 
The kale ground at Darwin gives promising results, but the crop 
this year is patchy and looks like needing a dressing of lime to 
sweeten the soil. Most of the ground round the settlements needs 
lime, judging by the spurrey growing in the oat crops. There is 
a possible source of shell lime at Fitzroy and a sample is now 
being analysed at home to ascertain the- lime content. (This is a 
job that we and other sheepowners ourht to be able to get done 
on the spot by a technical officer). The total area of rotational 
grazing round Darwin and Goose Green could be increased to 500 
acres, or even 1000 acres if a freezer is established at Goose 
Green and there is need for paddocks nearby .'here sheep and cattle 
can be finished for slaughter.

what can we do to save losses among the young sheep so as to 
improve the reproduction rate? If the Sheepowners’ Association 
appoints a technical officer as suggested, we should get to know 
whether the losses among young lambs are due to disease and we 
can apply the appropriate remedies. The natural hazards of the 
camp must account for considerable losses. The managers all agree 
that we are losing more sheep than we should because we have not 
enough shepherds. North Arm should have 19 shepherds and 'flow 
has 11; Fitzroy should have 11 and now has 8; the Darwin sections 
should have 31 and have 26. The 7^cst Falkland camps are also 
short. One instance of these losses will suffice. At lamb marking 
time extra long days have to be worked to get through with a 
staff and consequently too many lambs have a poor chance of 
’mothering up’ again before nightfall. Similarly the hogget camps 
have to be left untended for long periods when every shepherd is 
needed at the settlement at gathering times; hoggets get cast 
and there is no one to rescue them.

How can we get more shepherds9 They cannot be imported in 
considerable numbers from home, ready for the job. We have to 
look mainly to likely young men in the settlements to take up 
shepherding. Even if they are more interested in horse riding 
than in shepherding as wo knew it at home we need more of them 
to enable a closer eye to b : t regularly on all the sheep in 
the camp. An increase in shepherds’ wages, putting them well 
above the navvies in the settlement would help. We should also 
press ahead with the improvement of living conditions for shepherds 
and their wives who live in isolated houses away from the settle
ments, giving them all at least piped water and a convenient hot 
water supply. Most of them have their own wireless sets which 

/ are 

Summing up, there are three main lines of advance- that the 
F.I.Co. managers arc ready to try in order to improve the feed 
for sheep (and also for cattle k the freezer project goes ahead) 
Firstly, ir. Gilruth’s select grazing strips on the white grass 
camp, using clover seed as well as Yorkshire fog and arranging 
some degree of grazing control by closer fencing; Mr. Vinson’s , 
experiments at Forth Arm are allied to this. Secondly, Mr. Clements 
cattle crowding on small areas, and, thirdly, the extension of 
forage cropping round the settlements. This experimental work 
may require an outlay of up to £10,000 over the next five years. 
An expensive item will be the fencing to sub-divide the experimental 
area which Mr. Gilruth selects - Camilla Creek or Laguna Isla. But 
the fencing must be- done to give the new sowings a fair chance to 
get established. The shorter the length of new fencing the lower 
the cost, but the line of the fence will have to be drawn with 
regard for the natural shelter available to the sheep in rough 

If the total sum expended does amount to as much as 
should have something valuable to show for it - and 

Gilruth will see that no money is wasted.
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There may be some

Several other matters can be mentioned briefly

substance and quality.
Angus bull, P. 
bull at Darwin.

The Government is now setting about making better tracks 
between settlements and it may be practicable to run a public 
bus service with Tandrover estate wagons, '-'here possible the 
shepherds’ houses should, by linked by track to these main tracks. 
There may be other ideas which manager’s have for improving the 
lot of the shepherd and his wife.

There is some trouble through wool blindness among the 
Romneys. Mr. Gilruth is ordering three stud rams, clean-faced 
New Zealand Romneys, through Dalgetys which will be used in the 
Stud breeding flocks to counter this fault.

are a valuable link with the outside world. There may be some 
form of assistance we should give towards the maintenance of 
batteries etc. where shepherds’ houses have the telephone, this 
must be a welcome amenity too.

At Darwin another attempt is to be made to establish a small 
shelter belt of trees. Seedling trees of likely varieties are to 
be sent out from home and possibly from the S. American coast.

We- shall get reports shortly on the lambs bred by the 
Southdown rams sent out from home. These lambs were bred on 
Tyssen Island and will be sent to Stanley. We may need more 
Southdown rams to run with aged ewes on the Islands, if the project 
for a freezer at Goose Green goes ahead.

The Cuthbertson drainer at Pitzroy is doinr useful work at a 
slow pace, and Mr. Robertson speaks well of the Priestman ditch 
cutter in use at Port Stephens. Some treacherous ditches have 
been opened up and the ground made much safer for young lambs. 
\rJe should keep the Cuthbertson ...nd Priestman going and watch 
results.

We should also try to breed some better quality beef animals. 
Most of our cattle are non-descript, selected by the survival 
of the fittest. Welsh Blacks are preferred and they are a useful 
dual-purpose type. I will try to find two or three Welsh Black 
bulls of good beef conformation that should give our cattle more 

It will also be worth trying an Aberdcen- 
•robably 'r. Gilruth could keep a kindly eye on this 

It is important that we should have some good 
quality stock to put through the freezer from the start - say 3 
years from now.

We need more shepherds and we need them to be really inter
ested in the welfare of the sheep in their charge. It should be 
practicable to work out a bonus payment system to reward those 
shepherds who show good lambing rates at marking time and a good 
survival rate among their dry sheep. A lambing bonus is common 
practice at home. This should b..- tried on one section, say Pox 
Bay "/'est. The basis of the lambing bonus could be 55 per cent 
lambs to ewes at marking time, with a payment of so much a lamb 
for every one above this percentage. Por the hoggets and older 
sheep the bonus could be reckoned on the survival rate in each 
camp over the year or whatever is the most convenient period. The 
bonus payments would not cost the Company anything much unless 
there are better survival rates than at present and that would be 
greatly to the Company’s benefit.

At port Stephens there may be cobalt deficiency in the soil, 
causing pining in the sheep, judged by New Zealand and Australian 
experience. Mr. Robertson would like to try aerial dressing using 

/ lime ...
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lime with a little cobalt added to give the sheep this as they 
graze. This could be done by the Beaver Seaplane. When technical 
facilities arc available this ground should be tested for mineral 
deficiencies.

ANTHONY HURD
January 30th,

To undertake the improvements and developments outlined here 
we shall need more labour at the settlements as well as more 
shepherdsv The best source of outside labour, reasonably handy, 
seems to be. Chilean?. with Government permission some selected 
men could be brought in with strict conditions requiring them to 
work on the camp and return to Chile if they leave camp employment.

It will also no doubt be possible to continue recruiting 
some likely men from home and Germany lor navvy work and in a few 
cases shepherding. The I’.l, Company could with advantage take 
another four cadets in the no;, c 13 months.

•:e are fortune tc in the lyp of Manager who has been attracted 
to the Company’s service and ± ;.uc»w from my talks with them that 
they will co-operate fully la plans for raising still further the 
status of sheep farming in the J r Ikl.and. I hope that the ideas 
which I have put on paper here will provide an acceptable basis 
for an ago ,d plan of development in fariL policy.
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w i t h much iat e res t •

Hurd’s pro-

(Sga) J. Bound.

ACTING COLONIAL SEC: TAkY.

pH .

DRM/VM

1 am directed to acknowledge with tha ike t.n receipt 
oi‘ Mr. Antaony HiuxJs ^..c/oirimcnoations on sheep Farming 
in the Falkland islands which ills .excellency has studied

I am to adu that ills .xcellency 
woulu be glad to learn ox* any sieps which the sheep Owners’ 
Association may be taking to implume.it l.’r. 
posals.

Sir,

I am.

27th April,

The Manager,
Falkland islands Company, Limited, 

STANLEY.
1 . £< .< ■

Sir,
Your obedient servant,

implume.it


TELEGRAMS "FLEETWING PORTSTANLEY" VIA RADIO.

10th May

Sir,
With reference to your letter No. 1760 of 27th April we

proposals.
Mr. L.W.H.Young has only recently returned to Britain and

we feel confident that a programme will be formulated in con
junction with other Owners in the United Kingdom in time for
discussion with Government and the Local Committee of the Sheep
Owners’ Association in July next.

can only tell you at present that the Company has guaranteed

Your obedient servant

M A NA GER.

•Xbe Falkland Islands Companp, £imited.
-----  o ( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)o----------------------------  

’ i--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•

/l. . REGISTERED 1902.

The Hon. Colonial Secretary, 
STANLEY.

I am, Sir,

to contribute £750 per annum for 5 years in support of Mr. Hurd’s

AGENTS FOR LLOYDS.

ZZ.5.6
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A..gPicultural and Veterinary Research and Experimentation.
in

a

leading to

(b) The maintenance of a small dairy herd.
(c) A pedigree flock of sheep.
(d) Breeding pigs.
(e) Poultry farming.

and the maintenance of

(g) Stud stallions

He

Dr. Davies had expressed the view, 
Agricultural Adviser was in agreement,

From this "basis the Agricultural Officer went on to 
point out that research and experimentation is inevitably 
a long-term affair and that it is frequently many years 
before results can be expected or shown. In order to 
provide for the essential ingredients of continuity and an experimental programme based on the needs and require
ments of the sheep industry in the Falklands, he 
suggested that there would be a distinct advantage in 
setting up a statutory board or organisation which 
would be representative of both the ^arming community 
and Government.

December,

-Memorand'um-d^er—1-5- frrr-^^crutl^e~~CTmrrc i 1.

(f) Crop experimentation, 
a vegetable garden.

with which the 
that some 

critical research is required in the Falklands on large scale plots where comparative animal yields can be 
obtained and the sward changes note’d accurately, 
also expressed the view, and this is important to 
note, that the experiments should be simple and should 
be placed at as many centres as possible. It was 
recommended that the type of problem to start on might

, suitable for improving the 
type of horses in the Colony, etc. etc.

In July of this year the Agricultural Officer, 
paper he read to a meeting of the Sheep Owners’ 

Association, expressed the view that there is room 
and in fac.t need for an experimental station or centre 
where new experiments could be tried and research into 
problems of pasture, breeding and animal diseases 
could be carried out and where records could be kept and made available for reference purposes. It was 
suggested that consideration could with advantage be 
given to the following:-

Au the same time as this paper was read the 
Sheep Owners’ Association had before them for 
consideration a letter addressed to the Governor in 
October, 1i9535 by Sir Geoffrey Clay, the Secretary of State’s Adviser on Agriculture. The letter 
incorporated the views of Mr. Simmons, the Secretary 
of State’s Adviser on Animal Health. It should be 
noted that Sir Geoffrey Clay, before writing the 
letter, had consulted Dr. William Davies an eminent 
authority on grassland research and the author of 
the 1939 Report ’’Grasslands, Falkland Islands”.

(a) Experiments in pasture research, 
grassland improvement.
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Points that arose out of our discussions were:-

/firmly

(b) The environments of Stanley are not re
garded as suitable for pasture research.

(e) The possibilities of introducing Artificial 
Insemination of Sheep and Cattle into 
the Colony successfully.

Finallyy

(d) No major expense or project to be undertaken 
without the approval of a Farmers’ 
Committee. This is in keeping with the 
last paragraph of Page 2 of your address.

The Agricultural Officer’s views were considered 
and discussed by the Sheep Owners’ Association and the 
following are the relevant extracts from the letter 
addressed to the Agricultural Officer by the Association:-

be rotational grazing on both hard Camp and soft Camp, 
using on the one hand sheep only and on the orher 
cattle at one or two intensities* Lime fertilizers 
and seeds could be tested in small plots within each 
of the experimental paddocks. Paddocks would be 
selected so as to be broadly representative of the 
different type of camps. The size of the paddock 
would probably be in the region of 1i00 acres using 
from three to five paddocks as an experimental unit. 
Yields would be taken in terms of stock units carried 
and these would be compared with the rest of the 
Station on which the experiment was sited. Yields of 
wool production per unit could also be envisaged.

’’They prefer to reserve comment on the suggestion 
to re-establish an Agricultural Department and/or 
an Experimental Station in view of unfortunate past 
memories and until the London Committee of the 
Association has had an opportunity to study the 
proposals.

(c) Camp dwellers should be encouraged to grow 
root vegetables, and sell surplus to 
Stanley, price and transport to be guaran
teed.

(f) Any method of combating disease in sheep 
will be carefully studied.

Members would appreciate further details 
of such measures as you may have in mind for 
increasing the fertility of the land and the well
being of stock depastured thereon”.

(a) Experiments in pasture improvement should 
be carried out on the farms, by farm 
labour wherever possible, under the 
supervision of the Department which would 
also be responsible for the supply of 
seeds and fertilisers.

It will be observed that there is at the out
set a conflict between the views expressed by the 
Agricultural Officer on the one hand and those expressed 
by the Sheep Owners’ Association, the Secretary of 
State’s Agricultural Adviser and the Adviser on Animal 
Health on the other hand. The Agricultural Officer is
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/has

(1.). Agricultural, 
and experimentation must he planned 
developed over a long-term period, 
continuity and central direction, 
must he assured.

firmly convinced that there is need for a central 
experimental station on which all experimentation 
will he carried out as a prerequisite to the 
initiation and development of extension schemes 
the farm£. The Sheep Owners’ Association have 
suggested that experiments in pasture improvement should he carried out on the farms, hy farm labour 
whenever possible under the supervision of the 
Depa rt merit, which would also he responsible for the supply of seeds and fertilisers. This is in 
accordance with the opinions put forward by the Secretary of State’s Advisers.

., with justification, viewpoints and attitude

There are, doubtless, many advantages in the 
Sheep Owners’ Association proposals. It would provide 
for experiments in a variety of stations and in differing 
conditions and would bring practical and experienced farmers within the experimental sphere. On the other 
hand it must he recognised that there are also serious 
disadvantages;-

veterinary and pasture research 
, controlled and 
Co-ordination and as opposed to advice,

(2). The implication of the Sheep Owners’ 
Association proposal is in fact the inauguration of an 
extension programme. It is customary and in most cases 
axiomatic in research and experimentation of this 
nature that extension programmes are intended to apply, 
in a practical form and under local conditions, the 
results, knowledge and experience obtained from the central research programme.

As an example of what can occur an instance on 
one farm can be quoted. Sheep are being dosed with 
cobalt and the manager is convinced that this policy 
has proved beneficial. On the other hand results 
cannot be accurately gauged because he is not convinced 
of the need for a control, an essential ingredient of 
any research or experimental project, and because he

(3). It could be argued that the differing standards, • 
towards these problems of different farm managers 
might well be fatal to a pasture improvement experimental programme, managers, 
they exist. 
Association proposal that there would be guidance 
but not control or direction. Managers would be 
free to reject or modify such advice as might be 
tendered and, having regard to the serious shortage 
of labour on the farms and the full day-to-day pre
occupation and programmes of work of managers and 
farm labour, these experimental projects would inevitably, and perhaps in the majority of cases, take second place. 
The reasons for failure would be difficult to assess 
and it would be practically impossible to pinpoint 
responsibility. In other words Government might well 
incur expenditure on seeds, fertilisers and technical 
and expert advice, and because of a shortage of labour 
other preoccupations or unforseen circumstances the 
experimental programme on one or more farms might well 
be neglected.

This is not an implied criticism of farm 
It is merely a recognition of the facts as

It is inherent in the Sleep Owners’
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has not the facilities or the labour to conduct cobalt 
testing on an experimental basis. In a long-term 
experimental project based on a properly equipped and 
staffed centre the net results over a period of years 
of such an experiment could be accurately gauged and 
very full and informative guidance provided for the 
benefit of the farms. Furthermore it is indicative that apparently little or nothing is known today of 
the experimental plots sown on fifteen separate 
properties representing a wide range of conditions in 
both the East and West Falklands and on which observations were made by William Davies in the summer of 1(937-38.

The Sheep Owners’ Association have expressed the view that the environments of Stanley are not suitable 
for pasture research. While there are distinct advant
ages in establishing a station in a central point 
which is a focus for periodical visits by managers it 
is clearly not essential that any experimental station should be established in the immediate vicinity of 
Stanley if a better place can be found. On the other 
hand it is reasonable to suggest that one of the 
principle objects of any central experimental project 
would be to see whether the natural grasses could be 
improved by stocking, manuring and the application of fertilisers. Good and bad land appear to be important 
factors in any pasture experimentstlon and Munro 
expressed the view that while the immediate environ
ments of Stanley appeared to be unsuitable, for a 
number of reasons, it was nevertheless desirable that 
the experimental area should be as convenient to 
Stanley as circumstances will permit, so that farmers 
from all parts may visit it and so that a market 
shall be available for surplus products. This was also Davies’ view.

The Sheep Owners’ Association have recommended that no major expense or project should be undertaken 
without the approval of a Farmers’ Committee. They 
have stated that this recommendation is in keeping with 
the Agricultural officer’s recommendation with regard 
to a statutory board. There is however in fact an 
important difference between the two proposals.. The 
financial responsibility for deciding whether a project 
should be established, and the necessary expenditure

The third recommendation of the Sheep Owners’ 
Association is that Camp dwellers should be encouraged 
to grow root vegetables and sell ths surplus to 
Stanley, price and transport to be guaranteed. It 
must be made clear at this stage that while Government 
is naturally anxious to see the development and 
improvement of commercial enterprise of this nature, 
it it> not considered Ghat Government should auclvely intervene in a sphere which properly belongs to 
private enterprise, unless circumstances are exceptional 
The idea behind the suggestion in this respect put 
forward, for consideration was that one of the functions 
of the station might be to carry out experiments with seeds, soil and fertilisers in order to ascertain and 
make available knowledge and information for the 
general public and for implementation by those con
cerned. It is a fact that, at the moment, Stanley is 
to a great extent dependant on South America for much 
of what it requires in this direction. This is an 
uncertain state of affairs and there would be distinct 
advantages in encouraging and assisting, by means of 
some central organisation, an increased production of 
vegetables.
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Artificial

/Government

rests with the Executive 
The Agricultural Officer

be a very 
’’Farmers ’

(iv) There are technical difficulties with regard 
to the Artificial Insemination of ewes and 
it is essential that the technique of 
Artificial Insemination under the particular 
circumstances of the Falkland Islands must be 
established before it is practised to any 
extent.

(iii) Two or three years preliminary work and 
experimentation by a qualified and experienced 
staff will be necessary in a central station 
before Artificial Insemination can be safely 
extended to farms.

(ii) The establishment of an Insemination centre 
requires the greatest care and must be so 
designed that the necessary precautions 
regarding temperatures and sterilisation can 
be properly observed. It must be efficiently 
and adequately staffed and adequate facilities 
must be available for the recording of data.

of publiic funds incurred, 
and Legislative Councils, 
has proposed that in order to ensure continuity 
there should be established by lav; a statutory board 
with a combined representation of both Government 
and the farming community. The Board would have 
statutory obligations and would, in fact, 
different body from that envisaged by the term 
Committee".

(i) The potential lamb crop on a farm might 
easily be reduced or even lost completely 
through the impetuous use n 
Insemination.

An interesting and important proposal put forward 
Ly the Sheep Owners’Association is that the possibilities 
of introducing Artificial Insemination of sheep and 
cattle into the Colony should be explored. It is 
recognised and accepted that the successful introduction 
of Artificial Insemination might well constitute an 
important factor and advance in the industry. On the 
other hand the implications must be clearly recognised 
and Government is advised that;-

While it is abundantly clear that no project 
based either on a central station or an experimental 
programme divided up between the farms could succeed 
without the support and co-operation of the farming 
community, in whose interest the project has been 
proposed, it is considered that a station or centre, 
oi this nature must be guided by a body which is more 
than an ad hoc committee and that it should be 
administered and guided by an organisation with 
statutory functions and responsibilities and on which 
Government, which must in the initial stages provide 
much of the necessary capital finance, is represented. 
It is the intention that, subject to the overall 
control of Executive Council and the Legislature, 
Board would be responsible for laying down the 
principles of long-term research, for administrative 
policy and for financial control over funds voted 
by the Legislature and for advising Government, where 
Government is concerned, on the broad principles of 
agricultural, veterinary and pasture research.
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Government is advised that while there would 
appear to he no insuperable difficulties in the way of 
Artificial Insemination it would be dangerous in the 
extreme9 having regard to the fact that the entire 
Colony of the Falkland Islands is dependent on wool, 
undertake an Artificial Insemination programme without 
two or three years’ experience and development of 
technique in a properly equipped and staffed centre.

It is perhaps relevant to quote hero an extract 
from the summary and general conclusions reached by 
Mr. W. Davies in his report ’’The Glasslands of the 
Falklands”:-

In a more recent expression of opinion the Secretary 
of State’s Agricultural Adviser has commented that in his 
view there is still a strong case for the acquisition of 
a representative camp as a demonstration unit. The 
Adviser on Animal Healthy in supporting uhis suggestion 
has said that the establishment of such a unit would 
provide the opportunity for a proper comparison between 
the breeds in the Falklands and would also provide the 
necessary breeding flocks from which to draft ram and 
breeding ewes to the various camps in the territory. 
Moreover concern has been expressed by the Secretary of 
State’s Advisers that there is at present a risk of 
deterioration of pastures and a grave danger of pro
gressively and permanently lowering the general standard 
of the flocks.

It is of interest, in this connection, to record 
that an eminent authority (Fraser) has recently pointed 
to the dangers of the precipitate use of Artificial 
Insemination and has expressed the view that in the case 
of sheep the employment of Artificial Insemination can 
lead just as well to rapid progress in the wrong as in 
the right direction and that it may well be both wiser 
and safer to await both a clearer definition of sheep 
breeding aims and the solution of outstanding technical 
difficulties before accepting Artificial Insemination as 
being necessarily an improvement.

’’The present system of grassland 
farming in the Falkland Islands s nothing 
short of large-scale ranching. Until a 
methodical and much extended scheme of sub
dividing existing paddocks is brought about, 
the potentialities for land improvement 
throughout the colony will remain all but 
untapped. There is no doubt at all that 
closer subdivision with the creation of smaller 
fields on which a practical form of rotational 
grazing can be employed is fundamental to pasture 
improvement. Indeed, it may well be said that 
a well conceived programme of subdivision is 
essential to the pastoral industry. The fall 
in the stock carrying capacity of the pastures 
and therefore, in the pastoral wealth of the 
colony has been remarked upon. The decline is 
still proceeding and there can be no doubt that 
deterioration in the grasslands themselves is 
taking place and is, indeed, the cause of the 
decline in production. As regards the
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Falklands? all the evidence suggests that 
pasture deterioration will take place pro
gressively the more rapidly in proportion as 
the stock carried "becomes less. The hope of 
the industry lies in increased production and 
in carrying an ever increasing head of stock. + 
Increased production means that pastures will 
have to be Improved, and properly maintained 
improvements of pastures will only be possible 
after first creating smaller fields and intro
ducing better methods of grazing management.

The time has arrived when the Falklands 
must consider very seriously whether the present 
ranching policy is to continue, or whether a 
complete change of methods involving a policy of 
grassland improvement together with a more 
intensive system of pastoral agriculture is to 
be put into effect. Continuance of the exist
ing ranching system cannot but lead to a still 
greater lowering of carrying capacity, and to 
the decreased wealth of the country as a whole. 
With a change over in methods and the gradual 
substitution of a more intensive type of grass
land farming the decline in production would 
cease, and after a time there is no reason why 
definite and progressive increases should not be 
recorded. Subdivision of paddocks, the better 
management of pastures, and the replacement of 
the present herbage by better plants are all 
essentials in the developmental scheme.

The conception of a central experimental and stud 
farm is not of course a new one. In 1924 the Governor 
of the day, as a result of recommendations made by 
Mr. Hugh Munro of the Nev/ Zealand Department of Agricul
ture obtained the Secretary of State’s approval for the 
establishment of an experimental farm situated on the 
western extremity of Berkeley Sound. The project was 
supported by the industry. The original cost of the 
enterprise was estimated ab £17?000- and it was hoped 
at the time that it would be self-supporting within 
three years. In the event the farm ran into serious 
teething and managerial difficulties and very shortly 
after the arrival of Sir John Middleton’s successor in 
1927, the decision was taken to close the farm down.

/ This 
This is said with the knowledge that many owners and others 
connected with the Falklands take the converse view.

In a short, but entirely interesting, 
reconnaissance survey of the kind described in 
the foregoing report, no more than general 
indications can be given. Si*n|larly only broad 
generalizations can properly be made. The sequel 
to such a reconnaissance should be the setting in 
motion of properly planned machinery thoroughly 
to investigate the broad issues that have been 
raised. It is submitted, therefore, that 
investigational work dealing specifically with 
the grassland problems of the Falkland sheep 
stations should be conducted. Such investiga
tional work would be carried out in the colony 
under the general supervision of the Director of 
Agriculture. Specific problems connected with 
the practical, rather than the purely scientific, 
aspects of grassland development would obviously . 
take precedence in any such research scheme.” X
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It must., however, be made quite clear that the 
intention behind the proposals that have been put 
forward for consideration is not that the experimental 
station should serve as a centre where Government as such would endeavour to teach the sheep farming industry 
its business. It is the intention that the station 
would serve as a centre for co-ordinated and long-term 
experimentation and research in the interests of the 
industry and that its policy should be largely controlled 
and directed by the industry. Throughout the Common
wealth there are many notable examples of successful 
research projects established in the interests of a 
particular industry and in the first place by Government 
initiative and finance that have been progressively 
absorbed and which are now administered and financed 
by the industry concerned. In fact Government has acted, 
in many cases, as a ’’pump priming” agent, providing 
finance and staff in the initial stages and until the 
industry is in a position to take over its own research 
and experimentation. This in fact is the fundamental 
basis of the present proposals. In the Falklands there 
is already an established body of experience and know
ledge in the form of the present day farmers. The 
majority of them have not, however, the time and the 
labour to carry out long-term research projects in 
pasture improvement and breeding policy. Many of them 
have notable achievements to their credit and experi
ments carried out at more than one farm have achieved 
definite results, but co-ordination and control, 
essential to research and experimentation, is for 
obvious reasons very largely lacking.

This decision was made at the initiative of the 
Governor (Sir Arnold Hodson) but with the unanimous 
consent of a combined meeting of Executive and 
Legislative Council Members, which included a number 
of leading farmers. It would seem from the records 
that the main considerations in the Governor’s mind were that the farming industry was in fact in a sound 
and healthy condition, that it was not part of Govern
ment’s function or responsibility to endeavour to 
teach or show experienced farmers their business, 
administrative and technical inefficiency in the 
establishment of the farm had already earned the barely 
concealed contempt of the farming community and that a 
curtailment in Government expenditure was essential. 
On the other hand it must be recorded that it would 
appear that J ittle or no effort was made to overcome 
the more serious shortcomings, which undoubtedly existed, 
or to put matters on a more efficient basis. It is 
not unreasonable to suppose, from the information avail
able that had a serious attempt been made to rectify 
shortcomings, difficulties could well have been overcome 
and Anson farm might well by now be a valued centre of 
research and experimentation for the industry, a view 
that is apparently held by a number of the leading 
present day farmers. Weir, in his 1936 report, referred 
to the closing of Anson in the following terms - ”It is 
clear to me that the closing down of the Experimental 
Farm has been a most regrettable disaster of the first 
magnitude to the Colony; in fact these words do not 
adequately emphasise thezseriousness of this unfortunate 
happening, and I would recommend that earnest considera
tion be given to its immediate re-establishment as an experimental and training farm.”
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I. STAFF

SENIOR AGRICULTURAL OFFICER

Clerk

U Labourers

dips etc.

/Recurrent

Two Agricultural and 
Livestock Assistants

Animal Husbandry
Officer 

(trained in A. I. )

Pasture ResearchOfficer

Working Farm Manager

Stockman

6,000 
17,00.0 
3,500 
5,000 
5,000 
2,000) 
3,000 

700
U,220 

1+6,420

I ~Veterinary Research Officer

that there would be no cheap 
term project of this nature, 
business both from the point of view of initial capital 
expenditure and as regards recurrent expenditure. 
Suitable land and experienced, well qualified and well 
trained staff would have to be found. Not until the 
detailed planning stage was reached would it be 
possible to provide detailed information as to the 
staff and finance required for the project but the 
following details and approximate estimates will 
provide a guide -

It would therefore seem reasonable to suggest that the fund of practical knowledge and experience 
already available in the country, combined with ’’pump 
priming” by Government in the form of initial capital 
expenditure and some proportion, in the initial stages 
at least, of recurrent expenditure, could be combined 
with distinct advantage.

It will of course be recognised from the outset, easy shortcut to a long
It would be an expensive

II. APPROXIMATE ESTIMATES OF EXPENDITURE.
Capital Expenditure
(i) Acquisition of Land(ii) Housing and Quarters

(iii) Offices and Lab-oratory
(iv) Implements and Equipments
(v) Purchase of Stock

(vi) Fencing
(vii) Stab?es, sheds,
(viii) Transport

(ix) Contingencies (10%)
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Recurrent Expendi ture

(First Year) 8,71+0

//</

Colonial Secretary.

Av (vi

Veterinary Research Officer 
Pasture Research Officer 
Animal Husbandry Officer 
Farm Manager 
Clerk 
Stockman 
Labour

500
100
100
300'

1,800 
1,000

£35800

(i) Instruments
(lu!(iv) Fodder 

Passages 
Fertilisers

( ’1 

(iii 
(lv 
(U 

(vii

Recurrent annual expenditure to the order of 
£8,71+0 would represent the approximate equivalent of 
a levy of 3^-d per sheep in the Falklands or 1+d per 
sheep in the case of recurrent annual expenditure to 
the order of £10,000 per annum,

, Books and Stationery
Tools and Equipment
Transport

On paper it appears that the organisation 
proposed is unduly large and expensive for a country 
of the size of the Falkland Islands. On the other 
hand the significance of this factor should not be 
unduly emphasised when considered against a background 
of a ’’single economy” country existing solely and 
entirely on the proceeds of one commodity. It might 
justifiably oe termed a form of insurance that may well 
prove expensive in the first place but which, properly 
handled, controlled and administered, should pay a 
handsome dividend in the course of time and prove to be 
of very considerable benefit and value to the industry 
and consequently the country.

900..
900;
7/l0
600
300'
300 

1,200'

SUMMARY
Estimated Initial Capital Expenditure £1+6,1+20 
Estimated Recurrent Expenditure
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17th Nay,

I am,

Limited,

Ai)r/i;.iR

(Sgd) A.' . Denbon- Thompson.
colon: al sack .:ary.The manager,Falkland Islands Company, 

STA LEY.

Sir,
Your obedient servant,

2. 1 am to say that ills Excellency looks forward to proposals being put rorwa:. d tmd that he would 
be obliged if he could be kept in::or..ied of what they 
are in order that they may be given mature consider
ation before they are discussed with the Cheep Owners’ 
Association#

Sir,
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your 

J-_etter of 10th Nay, 1956, in connexion with proposals 
put "forward by dr. Hurd, with regard to Cheep Farming 
in the Pal land Islands.
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TO

(Original riled in 05-27/11 - ‘.'ail Contract).

GOVr.RTOR TO
6. 56.

we are going ahead with our plans for more 
experimental v/ork on our arms and are putting up a 
more extensive plan to the Falkland Tolands Sheep 
Owners association. which will require joint action.

Government would, I think, be willing to help in any sche e ror pasture improvement on the lines 
proposes, by Hurd, ana we are awaiting the proposals 
which the company arc no.', going to make to the S.O.A.

. . . . .1.0.
HIS CY ' I E GOVERNOR OF 4. 5- 56.

(Original filed in OJ27 - Mail Contract).

 ’ ?ACT ■ ‘ .
MR. L. ...H. YOUNG, F. I. C. oi 7.
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ARTICLE REPRINTED FROM

Saturday March 3 1956

SOUTH ATLANTIC OUTPOST
o

THE TIMES

NO NEWSPAPER
There is no newspaper. The local 

wireless carries news bulletins and 
social tit-bits, and advertises articles for 
sale and lost and found. Nearly every
one has a wireless receiving set, and there

To be frank, Stanley has short
comings. It has Government House, a 
warship usually in port, the cathedral, 
a good hospital (thanks to the Colonial 
Welfare and Development Fund), a new 
school, and electric light. But the roads 
are full of pot-holes, and the water, 
which the stranger finds has a peculiar 
taste and effect, looks like whisky.

The roads had hard wear from mili
tary vehicles in the last war. Now, 10 
years afterwards, a start is being made 
on resurfacing them. If the arrears of 
maintenance on the roads and public 
buildings can be made good, and a 
decent water supply provided, in the 
term of office of the present Governor, 
Mr. Raynor Arthur, he will long be 
remembered with gratitude.

Governors, colonial secretaries, and 
treasurers are fleeting birds of passage in 
an out-of-the-way colony. It has been 
argued before now that it would suit the 
colony better if their duties were com
bined in one Administrator who could 
be given more permanent office and have 
more responsibility to the Falkland 
Islands Legislative Council than to the 
Colonial Office.

There are no roads across the islands, 
only tracks between some of the settle
ments that will carry tough, four-wheel- 
drive vehicles with few mishaps in the 
summer. The Governor has plans for 
more tracks to link all the settlements, 
and a start has been made in West Falk
land. Most journeys are made on horse
back, by boat, and now by Beaver sea
plane. This air service, the radio tele
phone installed at public cost at each 
settlement, and the ordinary wireless 
keep the camp people in touch with the 
outside world.

SIZE OF WALES
There are 2,300 souls in the East and 

West Falkland and the outer islands, 
which together are about the size of 
Wales. Half the people live in Port 
Stanley, the seat of government and the 
only town. The other half live in settle
ments along the coast or in shepherds’ 
houses. The camp people, as they are 
called, have little liking for the small
town life of Stanley.

LONELY SHEPHERDS OF THE 
FALKLAND ISLANDS

From Our Special Correspondent
Away in the South Atlantic, five days 

south by boat from Montevideo, the 
British community in the Falkland 
Islands make their own life. There are 
virtually no foreigners there, and English 
is the only language spoken. “ Home ” 
to the islanders means Britain.

In a three weeks’ visit I heard no 
mention of the possibility of annexation 
by Argentina. To the islanders the atti
tude of Argentina is merely tiresome. 
They would be glad if normal inter
course could be resumed with their 
nearest neighbour. As the distance is 
only 300 miles, an air link with the world 
routes would then become practicable. 
In the Falkland Islands Dependencies, 
farther towards the Antarctic, the rival 
survey teams sent by Britain, Argentina, 
and Chile have established their posts 
side by side quite amicably.

In the 122 years of the colony’s exist
ence the islanders have often chafed at 
the distant control of the Colonial Office 
and the whims of Governors, some of 
whom would not have chosen to come 
to these islands of peat moorland, 
where people are few and sheep are 
many. The wind often blows hard, 
and a tree is a rarity. Some of the 
early settlers were men who deserted 
from sailing ships after rounding 
the Horn. Others came direct from 
home—as men still do on five-year con
tracts of service with the Government, 
the Falkland Islands Company, and 
individual sheep owners.
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diseases that veterinary science 
identifies.

Corriedales 
remarkably 
hard life.

for wool, 
considering 

Lafonia, v.hi;

is good news value in the round-up 
over the radio telephone each morning. 
Then Sid in Stanley calls each settlement 
in turn to take weather reports, and pass 
on requests for the doctor to visit or for 
purchases to be made at the stores in 
Stanley.

Most isolated of all are the shepherds 
living a dozen miles or more from a 
settlement. Their wives may be alone 
the week through when their husbands 
are away with the sheep at lamb mark
ing time, at shearing, and at dipping. But 
these women have for company the cows 
and calves round the place, some spare 
riding horses, the sheep dogs, the hens, 
sometimes a party-line telephone, and 
always the wireless contact with Stanley 
and the B.B.C. in London.

The attraction of the shepherd’s life is 
horse-riding. He is constantly in the 
saddle. Each man has his string of 
horses to carry him round his section 
of may be 10,000 acres carrying 2,500 
ewes. At the gathering times several 
shepherds set off with their horses and 
dogs to bring the sheep into the settle
ment, moving slowly across the moor—a 
good sight in this mechanized age.

They are more ranch riders than 
shepherds as we know them at home. 
They can skin a sheep better than most 
men, but there is no question of helping 
a ewe at lambing or of such refine
ments as inoculating lambs against the 
diseases that veterinary science now

HARDY SHEEP
The sheep, mainly Romneys and 

bred for wool, look 
well, considering the 
In Lafonia, which is 

fairly typical, the native herbage is 
almost entirely white grass (Cortaderia 
pilosd), growing in tufts on the peat 
and sheltering some finer herbage which 
the sheep eat down close. When burned 
judiciously the white grass grows up 
green in summer, and provides a picking 
for sheep through the year. But burning 
can be overdone on the drier stony 
ground, and then the herbage degener
ates to diddle dee, which is useless, 
heathery stuff.

Over the past 30 years several experts 
from England and New Zealand have 
investigated the possibilities of grassland 
improvement in the Falklands to raise 
the stock-carrying capacity of the camp. 
So far nothing consistent has been done 
about their recommendations. In 1938 
Dr. William Davies, who is now the 
director of the Grassland Research 
Station at Hurley in Berkshire, left

behind some trial plots to show what cul
tivation, seeding with British pasture 
plants, especially clover, and fertilizers 
might achieve.

These plots still tell a story, although 
the pegs marking the different sections 
have disappeared and the sheep have 
grazed at will, eating out the choicest 
herbage. As there is no effective advi
sory service, many of the sheepowners 
and managers have been making their 
own experiments, but without conclusive 
results.

The low lambing rate (about 65 per 
cent.) and the heavy losses among lambs 
and hoggets are reflected in a decline 
of one-quarter in the number of sheep 
shorn in the past 40 years. The wool 
clip, which is the sole concern in the 
Falklands, has been almost maintained, 
thanks to selective breeding for heavier 
fleeces, and the reputation of Falkland 
Islands wool never stood higher at the 
London sales than it does to-day. But 
more adequate shepherding would save 
losses, and the grazing could be 
improved.

MONEY WASTED
Progress could have been stimulated 

if the Colonial Development Corpora
tion’s project for a meat-freezing works 
had been less recklessly planned and 
more sensibly developed with local 
guidance. After operating in 1953 
and 1954, the works at Ajax Bay 
have been shut down and £540,000 
wasted, another graveyard like Dr. 
Davies’s grassland plots—and a more 
expensive one. There could be an 
export trade in frozen mutton and 
beef, supplementing the wool business, 
but the development will need careful 
preparation.

In the Falklands, mutton is known as 
“ 365 ”—eaten every day of the year. 
In the camp all the bread and cakes are 
home-baked. Mullet and smelt can be 
caught easily, but the camp people con
sider that there is better value in the 
mutton which they get as part of their 
pay. At one manager’s house, where we 
dined off gosling, the two maids had 
gone out on horseback with a rifle the 
previous afternoon; they got six 
goslings, and delicious they were.

So the Falkland Islanders make their 
own life, which has attractions for some 
people. The Irish doctor, who makes 
his round of East Falkland on horseback 
and by seaplane, means with his wife to 
come back for a second tour of duty. 
They like the life and the alert and 
friendly people. There is no place any
where else in the world quite to match 
the Falkland Islands.
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if

plots v-arc laid out to out •Meh kinds of crasses and

a/plications of Mrtj Liters vrould arn»;erclovers ishs

The jc.os waiving UieLittle of value noT regains.best.

different plots have gone hut so.•pane had a cnart
the Layout $.nd by ping hw on hands anu knees I found
puny Lit. of clover in th?- plots vixe.re pdospaats nee been

Tn-'ns ex. :erixon.tai ■ rcas not hc-zn fenced off&-; plied
Ho doubt

they had fc-und tha sc'-v. ;-<■.--■■■-■ -..rid clovers so ' ;. * ?.< •? • ivc

that th -y. nuc. ••ne.so.-. th- •-.• ta tne p.. -a end -and killed the...

era Mid ■•;. !•- z roveeient one

to control, the -xrn of. stock <

IhU XX hadCv/.p near a place Mrth arx.

□c»ne years earlier xna s-r/. x-.M s li/z fop. cJ ov«r

had been transplanted xlta- its cnx ao-dulex on • •» r *ots
'■’ ■■ e/?.and started aa'-ine nor el pru^-th. sxraiflt ../■.■.■ay.

pl^nt h?.c -■ :■ re.-.-.i nicely ■-.nd fceLLr-z t-.;e svx/round.lng

grass.

essential natter in L.<?/ovinp tra .-.11 ? :•/ to eh

It can bn- done rathe - Lx/or/ouslyclover e st -?. ;vI 1.-hec.

in the /ay I have jus; u/f o e r lbe<l an d •• i o \ - t • ~ / 1 :■ a..; 1 d e c.

cultivator r.nat *. pro'? ;<r;.•■•'•$ and clover seeds'. o? a

The clover sped oouls be treatedsod fertilise in strips.
v it.i a bacterial culture live 'we use .lien -o. ing luexrne.

i/ny should they trouble tc toy rove? the ^raxing? doll
there is a red light shoring in the Trinlands. The breading
flocks arc "□duoi .r enough l&hbs to maintain the total

house anx/ ;ioelc; the:/ in •■./:> a zbrip t^:P. na/ p.-.-:•./;:...-Ml

b’.-t I did -‘iud •■oxotL.l ;e "cxcd “ : .-. in "1..- v-.ltc pr^. s

tMi’n so.-iC ploco.- q/‘ v:hi*-••.- e...?)>■•?/• fr/.i <•..-■• ■; . . ../- : oM

Dr. dlllipj Mvios • ri-jd, to i. MM fcxuh the

:uer bp .a-.lc

and so the ;/.-:•■ €_■ nod frtn ra< ;o ov/•* t.- .

To nal-.c’ any .sn. ? o
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In fact th? number- of ijLeep sa-orn have•?n.eep numbers.

fallen by one-cuarter over the past forty years. ■ -aybe

at the turn of' trie century the camp vuie rpecte:l to carry

'.e her c*vzn

balance.* urge to le-rove on Mature

and there is scope for improvesent in the Falklands. The

is a'-oat 65 cHG a. ft er;?C. .3

that treaty per cent of the Is k>a ale b.a....?,• •:_• th* first

probably tr.era

are several or cobalt

deficiency p.-.st. wrma ’. 1‘...? ae .have at none. I nH’GVador
.grsrdng on the e?;e should :am_; to nyovu these

figures and allou the tn’,~x no :ber a." hioep to he ii'ieroa.sed

a pal ,

It is a great credit to the- snee';. cr-nets .uriaaers

that by using rans mell bred fa? pool zli th-; t ■ •■}<.• fcney have

succeeded hi .raising the fleece nought considerably -

frod less tuaii The

nut it ought to be
possible to do so•Hit.h.ng to rrrto.ro tho total numberj by
iuyrovinc oh- grazing in selected ;laces.

Round the settlc..;eits (wure th..:re is the ’ s
xiouse and so.ue of the si.er.nerds .:.-nd general ;vorkar3 live)
the paddocks tnar. arc frecucutly tr-..-:.ldo;\ closely by sneep
will grosv a good suarc vitn p.i ..-,ty □< clcrunu At

Port iiouerd for instance the uannger spent r one tl :c at

A'berystoyth and he*s jUoaghed and ro‘..v: so;ae l«ys in the

tapledon style ^ust round the settlement• But the caup
uncr-e the sheep live for uost of their time regains peat

You will find 1,500 ewes ru.ruing in one campmoorland*
N 01 mu ch c j 1 h n c ethat stretches ovei* ten thousand acres.

too <n--y ;;nd hs/ure has lately acen

, maybe pulpy 1. U/vy i:. In ajs

St

shearing - no one. guite apreo:? on t cause,

lading percentage hi the ■r e

wethers smear 11 lbs. ovar.
7 lbs. •.ve'ii..--. to J;.st over lbs.

But L’P-ri a.l---ay.rj has an
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for close am 'aha: -.iader t ma Conditions, mally the
shepheras .La the ?ar lands arc ^ore ranch riders than
shepherds as m 1 no- .bacii :> f th-?-.; has athcai at hu <e.
troup of horses and u tea... of dogs and those who like
sheep and horse riding find Lt a good life.

hovia of those sn:?....’lords co 10 out fro ; Scotland

particularly^ :: :■ 1 > t ■ • - ■• r t -r • t • ■ t he •?;.. 1 k 1 an n

I si a o.s Chnaay ( Jan. p.-u-' nm-ly half r.a- amey fur. is)

o r a 1 th liiu i /1 du a 1. s : ? c• ? o y •n e r •

t on and tsves £?e not a norry*

One yau/.g fellow I tal< ; tc a-m tnlr suiter withC /■ s

£1,OCC to hh. credit a/a „_ erijO"-ef foe . X -erience.■

thdost of . <. 1 c -nc r-d s - e V ■... >: 1.. n< I.-• 1 >.. e r 3 1 o rn.

to trie Job. yr'-rt occ<nrlon. of* . »e- year vhen

■11 th-:, me oner os c.me Into tae settle-..-cat .its taeir sh^ep

a.-n. tuz^r to in t . ralkia*',d Islam zool ass a

good rem ballon ?t the L./'v.oc mol sales arc trouble

;> ■:0p0rIp cla sscd.

t ool i;> la ;'a .t th- onlysaipro <\ct frem the Falkland

lulmds .Cams t/mt Is wott,:-. ?ontioning> ro.;A suec are

■filled for act to m. :ly the settle.’.eztts and ...iV. tc- .; of

It • ■; •. 11 b<; a nasty ogc: to nheep far a-am at

t. vt. t the e j::t rol 1 el ,:r i c• o 1' :■/ it ton so 1 <:■ in

..note at this price.
developing for frozen lanb and rattan nhen the Colonial
Development Corporation undertook to build a frooming norks.
I
ah Ajax i)ay and n-'tcr tvo years ror:..inc the place has been
closed and. is for sale.

1 ' 
i'.. '■

-Xi’t go into tnat sad story uoa but £540,000 v;cre ment

• - • •?

ho., e to hoar

s. trade

little to Sj. cnc. ibe earn cd

on <». five ys n-

khesrbm !:•: tlm

vsol

Tn are were nouc-r of
and or cry sms ,rty has to mcrida its

’.a;-;re is- ,: rod 10 .ey to

Stanley is 4yd, 1 m

is taken to premait it Ln good condition,
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There are s-rxu. cattle raua:Uig arc^u-.d ~ ■'Ouy of them

car.ry.13ig so:-no Vclsd Blacr. dood. bat so far not *r.;eu .is

ool i;> the fob.done with tiieri*

•..£11, you rill Jud;o that the Falkland Islr\d^ ar<: a

place on their o^i. Alert? friendly, poo

welcome.

-lc ?...a .all

about Ofur'y ...ud h.ey ;ako fa- \ tor really
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4th July 1956

Dear Don Ernesto,

Yours ever,
R .ynor .r thur.

I pj:; sorry that I have delayed so Ion" 
in ny reply to you on thio matter, but we already 
had under consideration with the sheep industry 
the possibility of obtaining expert advice on the 
subject of our pastures in the Falkland Islands. 
I am afraid I can say no more at the present 
except that the matter is being pursued and that 
there is every prospect that v;e shall be getting 
somebody over to advise on the subject in the 
fairly near future.

E. G-. Rov;e, Esq. , 
English Club, 
1OITEVIDE0.

• Thank you vezy much for your letter
Q > of tbe__25-th-lpril_ in connexion with ?.Ir. R. J.

Vcale of Tasmania who is nt present advising 
the Chil an Government,





Sir,

Chairman.

o 1 i i

The Honourable
The Colonial Secretary, 

Stanley.

\>f The Falkland Islands Sheepowners Association, 
(LOCAL COMMITTEE) y

STANLEY, FALKLAND ISLANDS. /■ '

I am,
Sir, 

your obedient servant,
>6. £■

1 8 JUN 1956 J

1956.

With reference to you± letter No. 1760 dated 16th July, 
«■ "fi m- ror ii 1956 I have been requested by the Sheep Owners Association 

(Local Branch) to inform you of their decision regarding 
Agricultural Land Policy and Land Improvement Scheme.

2. The Falkland Islands Co.,Ltd. are proposing to
engage a Field Technical Officer who will have his headquarters 
at Darwin. Their Colonial and Camp Managers have agreed, 
subject to the approval of their Board, that his advice and 
findings shall be made available to those farms interested 
in Land Improvement. Th© larger farms have all agreed to 
contribute towards the services of this Officer.

3. In view of the above, I am to ask you if the 
Government would be prepared to make a grant to The Falkland 
Islands Co.,Ltd. towards the expenses of maintaining this 
Officer, as experiments to be carried out would be a benefit 
to the Colony generally.
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I c..', Sir,
Your obedient servant,

OFFICER . P Eli TEPATIC- THE GOV'ET- AT 
*»»**»u*a**^»--x «r»r~«« ..**• r-u. xts

Sir,

■■ I have to acknowledge the receipt of your.., letter of the
30th July, in connexion with th© policy of the Sheep Owners** 
Association (local Branch) regarding Agricultural Land Policy 
and a Land Inprovement Scheme.
2. Subject to the approval of the Governor this matter
will bo submitted for c nsideration of Executive Council on His Excellency* 3 return. I would point out however that it is very 
likely that Uewbcrs of Council and the Legislature will require 
a considerable amount of additional information with regard to the work end experiments to bo undertaken by the Field Technical 
Officer before coirrnitting Government to su^xoorting the project financially.
3* In these circumstances it would be very helpful .if
further inform?, ion and detjila c?qi be ra-xde avail'.ble to 
Gove nr ent before the end of September.

01 airman,
Sheep Owners’ Association, 
STANLEY.
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AGENTS FOR LLOYDS.

TELEGRAMS "FLEETWING PORTSTANLEY" VIA RADIO.

Z^.627th August

■

Cbe Falkland islands Company, timitecL
-------o ( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)°------------------------------  

REGISTERED 1902.

"to cover 500 acres out of a denoted area of 1500
The HonourableThe Colonial Secretary,

- stanley*

Sir,
The Chairman of The Falkland Islands Sheep Ovzners Association 

(Local Committee) informs that you would be pleased to hear more 
details of the scheme to be set in motion by the Falkland Islands 
Co.,Ltd. for Irflprovement of Grassland and other Farm improvements.

We cannot do better than quote from Mr.Young’s letter to 
Mr.Gilruth dated 31st May, 1956.

z " Th® Board has been considering the past efforts made 
"by Farmers and Government to improve the grasslands of the 
"Falkland Islands and we think you will agree that the results 
"have been disappointing and of little practical value; 
"possibly due to the fact that experimental work has been 
"carried on spasmodically on a small scale and with no long 
"term planning.

’/■//-' " There are, of course, several contributory causes,
"among them the lean years between 1930 and 19U0. but 
"credit is certainly due to J.L.Waldron Ltd. for the work 
"carried out at Port Howard.
" Professor W.Davies’ visit and his report should have 
"been of the greatest vajue but the Report was published at 
"the beginning of the War which possibly led to it being 
"shelved, certainly by Government.
" The Board has come to the conclusion that if the 
"Colony is to make any progress through regrassing it is 
••essential that a programme of experimental work be 
"undertaken for a definite term of years and that it be 
"carried out by a Farmer.
" It has, therefore, been decided that the Company 
"should undertake this and as a commencement £10,000 has 
"been allocated to s Farm Development Reserve Fund in our 
"1955 accounts. A programme has been prepared and it is 
"proposed that it be carried out over a period. It is "outlined below
" REGRASSING. Mr.Hurd’s proposals to be carried out. These "are
" Darwin Harbour. Cuthbertson seeder to plant grass seed, 
"clover and fertiliser on selected while grass camp. Strips 
"to cover 500 acres out of a denoted area of 1500 acres,
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SEEDER/FERTILISER.

r
£ 8. 2. 6.

any further quantity of the complete fertiliser No. 1 (the

h 
ii 
if 
if 
if 
if
H 
tf 
if 
n 
if 
ii

" £ime* We are shipping 20 tons of I.C.I. Ground No.J. 
"The deposits at Shell Bay near Fitzroy may he valuable and 
" we await your report.
" If orders totalling 3/U00 tons were received
"we could dountless land it direct on farms considerably 
"cheaper than shipping in small quantities.

£ 9.15. f.o.b.Min 18% total phosphoric acid (Contains

Over
3/U00 tons

Antwerp £ 8. 2. 6. f.o.b.
We are also making enquiries re other fertilisers 

"obtainable here for export. Unfortunately we cannot obtain 
"any further quantity of the complete fertiliser No. 1 (the 
"one ton which is being shipped should be applied at 2 cwts. 
"per acre.

Lime.

"fenced off. Fences to be cattle proof, Mating of ewes - 
"bred on improved camps - at instead of 2J years.
"(Experiment being made 1956 with HOC ewes.)
"North Arm. Continue experiment of establishing clovers 
"bn strips already sown with Yorkshire Fog. Fence off 
"small sections along the existing boundary fence to allow 
"a test of controlled grazing to be made as a means of 
"encouraging better grasses and clovers. Sections of 
"existing Yorkshire Fog grass to be cultivated again, 
"ploughing up about one quarter of this area for the 
"purpose, and then sown with improved English grasses 
"and clovers, with grazing control."
"FitZroy. Crowd cattle on a small area of white grass 
"then sow Yorkshire Fog and pieces of White Clover and 
"get these trodden in by the cattle. Also try grasses 
"such as Cocksfoot and Rye Grass.
"General. Additional ploughing in rotation. Grow Rape 
"and Kale as pioneer crops followed by oats and improved 
"grass and clover leys. Endeavour to increase area of 
"rotational grazing around Darwin Harbour to 500 - 1000 
"acres.
" 2. SEEDER/FERTILISER. Cuthbertsons now advise
"that this is almost ready for trial and shipment. It 
"should prove of great value if it can do the work it is 
"intended for. We are also ordering from Australia an 
"8* Grasslands Heavy Duty Tiller which is suitable for use 
"as a Sod-seeder.
" 3. The programme will necessitate the use of
"quantities of phosphate and lime. We can obtain

North African phosphate. Min. 30% total phosphoric acid.
Small quantity £15* 2. 6. c.i.f. Montevideo. 
3/U00 tons 

ex Sfax.Basic Slag. M' 
~ lime) •

Under 20 tons £15. 11» 6. c.i.f. Montevideo.£114-. 11. -. do.
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REFRIGERATION,

It
£ 1,000.
£ 1,050.

recurring and. increasing charge)
£ 1,800.
£ 1,000.
£ 1,000.
£ 500.

It
If
II
If
If
II
II
"technical adviser and possibly shelters,
"that the result may be disappointing but until an effort 
"is made and is continuous for a term of years we shall 
"never know what the possibilities may be."^

I am, 
Sir, 

your obedien£ servan

—-Manager.

" Cobalt, Th© use of a fertiliser which has a trace 
"of cobalt is being investigated. This is the practice 
"in New Zealand and Fisons can probably supply.
" 5* SHELTERS, Ewe camps. Experiments with say
"100 sheets each 5’ 6” across are to be made. Circular 
"enclosed. Earth shelters to be bulldozed.
" 6. TECHNICAL ADVISER. The employment of a
"competent technical adviser with some knowledge of sheep 
"husbandry for say two years. He would investigate the 
"possibilities of improving the grazing, lamb losses, 
"having special regard to cobalt and other soil deficiencies 
"and such diseases as pulpy kidney, worms, etc. He would be 
^employed by the Company and his advice could, so far as is 
"practicable, be made available to other sheepowners.
" 9* LABOUR. If we cannot secure sufficient to carry
"out our programmes in the Colony we must consider importing. 
"Chileans appear to be well worth considering.
" 10. AFFORESTATION. Two 1-acre areas to be planted.
"One with seedlings from the United Kingdom and one from 
"Punta Arenas. The matter of suitable fertiliser is being 
"gone into. The views of the Danish Forestry Expert, 
"Dr. Agro Syrach Larsen to be regarded.
" 11. KEEPING OF RECORDS AND COSTINGS. This is 
"essential. Moreover, we propose to keep members of the 
"Falkland Islands Sheepowners Association informed. We 
"are suggesting that Mr. M. Greece be placed in immediate 
"charge.
" 12. REFRIGERATION, The project for a small plant at 
"Goose Green is shelved for the present.
" 13, COST. It is difficult to estimate the annual 
"cost. The main items will be

Darwin Harbour - 50 acres new ground p.a. to 
Rape and Kale say £20 per acre 

50 acres to grass say £21 per acre 
(This will be a 
10 miles Fencing say £180 per mile 
North Arm - say 
Fitzroy - say 
West Falklands - say 

Plus cost of supervision, records, employment of a 
We appreciate



No. 1760

1956.

MEMORANDUM NOi, 28 FOR EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.

Land Improvement.

In July the Chairman of the Sheepowners1 Association
(Local Committee) informed Government that the Falkland
Islands Company are proposing to engage, a Field Technical
Officer who will have his Headquarters at Darwin. Their

subject to the
that his advice and findings shall

be made available to those farms interested in land
improvement. The large farms have all agreed to contribute
towards the services of this officer and the Chairman
enquired whether Government would be prepared to make a
grant towards the expenses of maintaining this Officer
as the experiments to be carried out would be a benefit
to the Colony generally.

The Chairman of the Sheepowners1 Association2.
(Local Committee) was asked for further information that

in replycould be made available to Members of Council.
setting out the views and proposals of the Board

of the Falkland Islands Company was received from the1
& Colonial Manager and a copy is attached to this Memorandum

as an annexure for the information and consideration of
Members.

Honourable Members are asked to advise as to
what policy should be -adopted in connexion with thia
proposal.

LONIAL SECRETARY.ACTING

ADT/VM

a letter,

Uth September,

approval of the Board,
Colonial and Camp Managers have agreed,
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Sir,

9

It is

Mr. Hurd’s proposals to be carried out.

/Fog

The Board has come to the conclusion that if the 
Colony is to make any progress through regrassing it is 
essential that a programme of experimental work be 
undertaken for a definite term of years and that it be 
tarried out by a Farmer.

REGRASSING.These are;-

Stanley, 
27th « ugust, 1956.

The Chairman of The Falkland Islands Sheep Owners* 
Association (Local Committee) informs that you would 
be pleased to hear more details of the scheme to oe set 
in motion by the Falkland Islands Co., Ltd., for improvement of Grassland and other Farm improvements.

It has, therefore, been decided that the Company 
should undertake this and as a commencement £10,000 has 
been allocated to a Farm Development Reserve Fund in our 
1955 accounts, a programme has been prepared and it is proposed that it be carried out over a period# It is 
outlined below;*

COPY
ANNEXURE.

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY,

Professor W. Davies’ visit and his report should, 
have been of the greatest value but the Report was 
published at the beginning of the War which possibly 
led to Lt being shelved, certainly by Government.

There are, of course, several contributory causes 
among them the lean years between 1930 and 19U0 but 
credit is certainly due to J.L. Waldron Ltd. for the work carried out at Port Howard.

We cannot do better than quote from Mr. Young’s letter to Mr. Gilruth dated 31st May, 1.956.
’’The Board has been considering the past efforts 

made by Farmers and Government to improve the grasslands 
of the Falkland islands and we think you will agree that 
the results have been disappointing and of little practical 
value; possibly due to the fact that experimental work 
has been carried on spasmodically on a small .scale and 
with no long term planning.

Darwin Harbour. Cuthbertson seeder to plant grass 
seed, clover a nd fe'r t i 1 i s.er on selected white grass camp. 
Strips to cover 500 acres out of a denoted area of 1500 
acres fenced off. Fences to be cattle proof- Mating of ewes - bred on improved camps - at 1i^ Instead of 2-g- years. 
(Experiment being made 19:56 with U00 ewes).

North^Arm. Continue experiment- of establishing clovers 
on strips- already sown with Yorkshire Dog. Fence off small 
sections along the existing boundary fence to allow a teat of 
controlled grazing to be made as a means of encouraging 
better grasses and clovers. Sections of existing Yorkshire
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Additional ploughing in rotation. Grow Rape

Unfortunately we cannot obtain

Ground No. -

Cobalt.

If we cannot secure sufficient to carry out9.

/our

Experiments with say 100 sheets 
Circular enclosed. Earth

North African phosphate.
Qmn fl /in o -n 1 + tr MR O 

ex sfax. £9Basic Slag?

3.of phosphate and lime.

LABOUR,

£iiho

The programme will necessitate the use of quantities 
We can obtain;-

Cuthbertsons now advise that 
It should 

intended Grasslands

SHELTERS, Ewe camps, each B’^’a cross are bo be made, 
shelters to be bulldozed.

We are also making enquiries re other fertilisers 
obtainable here for export, 
any further quantity of the complete fertiliser No. 1 (the 
one ton which is being shipped should be applied at 2 cwts. 
per acre.)

General. Additional ploughing in rotation. C : and Kale' as pioneer crops followed by oats and improved, 
grass and clover leys. Endeavour to increase area of 
rotational grazing around Barwin Harbour to 500 - 1000 
acres.

Under 20 ’tons £15. 11. 6
Over £1Uo 1:1.3/U00 tons

Antwerp £8.

“ ____/ Mln. 30% total phosphoric acid.
Small quantity £15. 2? 6., c. i.f. Montevideo 3/U00 tons.

15- f, ot.b>Min* 18% total phosphoric acid (Contains lime).
3. c. i.f. Montevideo.

do.

Lime. We are shipping 20 tons of I. C. I. ( 
The deposits at Shell Bay near Fitzroy may be valuable and' 
we await your report.

If orders totalling 3/400 tons were received we could doubtless land it direct on farms considerably cheaper than 
shipping in small quantities.

The use of a fertiliser which has a trace 
of coEaTT’j’s being investigated. This is the practice 
in New Zealand and Fisons can probably supply.

2. 6. f. o.b.

6, TECHNICAL ABV^TSER. The employment of a competent technical adviser’wi:ESr”sonic knowledge of sheep husbandry 
for say two years. He would investigate the possibilities 
of improving the grazing, lamb losses, having special regard 
to cobalt and other soil deficiencies and such diseases as 
pulpy kidney, worms, etc, He would be employed by the Company and his advice Mould, so far as is practicable, be 
made available to other sheepowners.

Fog grass to be cultivated again, ploughing up about one quarter 
of this area for the purpose, and then sown with improved English grasses and clovers, with grazing control.

2. SEEDER/FERTILISER.this is almost ready for trial and shipment, 
prove of great value if it can do the work it is 
for. We are also ordering from Australia an 8! i 
Heavy Duty Tiller which is suitable for use as a Sod-seeder.

Fitzroy. Crown cattle on a small area of white grass then sow Yorkshire Fog and pieces of White clover and get 
these trodden in by the cattle. Also try grasses such as Cocksfoot and Rye Grass.
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REFRIGERATION.

COST.cost.
to

(Sgd) A.G. Barton
MANAGER.

our programmes In the Colony we must consider importing. 
Chileans appear to be well worth considering.

£1,000£1,050
£1,800 
£1,000 
£t,000 £500

13. COST. It is difficult to estimate the annual 
The main items will be:

12* REFRIGERATION. The project for a small plant at 
Goose Green is shelved^for the present.

employment of a
We appreciate that 

the result may be disappointing but until an effort is made 
and is continuous for a term of years we shall never know 
what the possibilities may be”.

11.Moreover,Sheepowners1 Association informed.
Mr. M. Greece be placed in immediate charge.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

KEEPING OF RECORDS AND COSTINGS. This is essential, we propose to Zeep members of1’ The Falkland Islands » ayjQ are suggesting that

Darwin Harbour - 50 acres new ground p.a.
Rape and Kale say £20 per acre 

50 acres to grass say £21 per acre (This will be a recurring and increasing charge)
10 miles Fencing say £180 per mile 
North Arm - say 
Fitzroy - sayWest Falklands - say
plus cost of supervision, records, 

technical adviser and possibly shelters.

10. AFFORESTATION. Two 1-acre areas to be planted.
One with seedlings from the United Kingdom and one from Punta 
Arenas. The matter of suitable fertiliser is being gone into. 
The views of the Danish Forestry Expert, Dr. Agro Syrach 
Larsen to be regarded.



20. PASTURE DIPW™ SCHEME, (Memorandum No: 28)
Council advised that the Falkland IslandsCompany should he

informed that their proposals for
read with much interest and that Council had recommended that the
project should receive Government support by means of a grant (subject

to the approval of the Legislative Council). The Conpany should be
V requested to provide an estimate of the cost of the scheme in order toA

enable consideration to be given to the extent of Government’s contribution*

Exe.

Extract from Minutes of Executive Council Meeting held on the 
9th and 10th October 195&

Lrfive Council.

a pasture inprovement scheme had been

3/

Clerk of \ th-
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562Jrd October

Sir,

31

A. G-. Benton-Thon^ soru

coiaWL sacr

AGBT/tT

The Hon* Mr* H. C. Harding, J.P*,
Chairman,
The Falkland Islands Sheen Ovzners’ Association (Local Branch),
STAHLEY*

I an directed to refer to your .letter of tip £Oth 
July in which you conveyed the decision of the Sheep Omers’ 
Association (Local Branch) regarding tho ?.gricuLataral Land 
Policy and Land Iwrovecaent Scheme*

7- As you are amre, Government were advised by the 
Colonial Manager of the Falkland Islands Cox^aiy of the 
proposals which were under consideration by his Ocwany for 
the inprovement of grassland and other farm improvements. 
The matter vzas considered at a meetinj; of the Executive Council 
held on the 9th and 10th October 1956 end Council advised that3
the Fallland Islands Company should be informed that their

' proposals had boon r cad with much interest and that Council 
had recoimiendod that the project should receive Government 
support by noons of a grant (subject to the approval of the 
Legislature).

It was further decided that the Company should be 
requested to provide estimates of -the cost of the Scheme in 
order 'bo enable consideration to bo given to tho extent of 
Govommentfs contribution* The Colonial I^femgor, of FaLland Islands Company has been addressed on these terms*

I am, Sir*,
Your obedient servant.
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5623rd October

^3

Denton-Thonp soruA. G.

COLONIAL SlgR XATlSL

AGDT/PT

The Hon. I£r. A. G. Barton, C.B.E. 
Colonial Hanagor,
Falkland Islands Comoary Limited,

Sir,

, J.P.,

I am directed to refer to your letter of the 
^27^^iugust on the subject of the scheme novz under con^deration 
Sy your Cacpany for the improvement of grassland. and other farm 
improvements.

As you are aware, this matter xvus considered by 
Sxecutiye Council at a meeting held on the 9th and 10th October 
1956 and as a result of o.dvico tendered to His Excellency the 
Governor I am instructed to inform you that the proposals for 
pasture isprovement have been read with meh interest and that 
Council has recommended that the project should receive 
Govexwent support by moans of a grant (subject to tlie approval 
of the Legislature).

I am also 'bo ask you to provide (kryerxznent v/ith 
estimates of the cost of the pasture rlrprovements scheme in 
order to enable consideration to be given to the extent of 
Government’s contribution.

1 am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,



Date ^o.

Your reference

With reference to

of the  

SECER 1m ist
Originator and date Subject

(D3755) Wi 49990-6703 5m 12/54 V.B. Gp 835

Savinftam

c_o

X!a,

V

3>q.
C.O. 1

^aper noted below.

despatch 
my ----- :---------
-------- savingram No  
your ~j - 

telegram

information,
consideration, a copy of th;
observations,

, I enclose, for your

1 5 OCT 1956

From the Secretary ©# State for the Coionies.

To the ©fficer Admmistermg the Government ©fr 

Colonial Office reference 



26th July, 1956.

Sir,

O.ft .

A
TO THA CH \IRMAK,

FMKLWB XSWiW COMPANY.

X should be obliged if the Falkland Islands Coa^any 
con proceed to secure tbs services of a suitable espsrt.

I am,
35r,

Your obedient servant,

X have the honour to refer to our resent conversations 
on tlie subject of pasture improvement end sheep husbandry in the 
Falkland Islands. V-e agreed that it would be desirable to secure ths 
services of on expert for a period of years and that the best method 
of doing so would be for him to be engaged by the Falkland Islands 
Company. The aehecno would however be financed by joint 
contributions by Government* the Falkland Islands Company and other 
members of th© Falkland Idlands Sheep Owners Association and should 
be considered, from the point of view of ths person employed, as 
being a <tov«mment sponsored scheme. The scheso has bean 
discussed with the Colonial Office who have given it their support.

* ’50ff/S>56 ft 
xf/ p.

ISLAHJ^/
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/

Tai and e C om pa n.y Limited.

(Sgd.) A. G. Denton Thompson.

co- cm.'L afcitetahy.

AD07? C

k

}«a s b c e o e c i d cd 
t forward "toy the

?3rd November,

The Agricultural Officer, 
BTAA’LEY.

I v.??. ci ected to in--or:.- /*ju f : ■ t i 
in Executive Council that the ; ror?oealB 
l'a*J A’:**Inlands Company for- r. pasture x i\ pro vomer t se.'eine 
vzhlch would be b?;f?-ed nt Dra-v-in should receive Governwnts suj ■ ort.

Sir,

2. The details of their i-opoisals are set out in t.hc 
er.dosed co y of r letter fru>.- the fur/.;-:er of the J. rl.rlancl

I am,
Sir,

'■■ .U2? obedient servant,
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o

THE TIMES

NO NEWSPAPER
There is no newspaper. The local 

wireless carries news bulletins and 
social tit-bits, and advertises articles for 
sale, and lost and found. Nearly every
one has a wireless receiving set, and there

SIZE OF WALES
There are 2,300 souls in the East and 

West Falkland and the outer islands, 
which together are about the size of 
Wales. Half the people live in Port 
Stanley, the seat of government and the 
only town. The other half live in settle
ments along the coast or in shepherds’ 
houses. The camp people, as they are 
called, have little liking for the small
town life of Stanley.

LONELY SHEPHERDS OF THE 
FALKLAND ISLANDS

From Our Special Correspondent
To be frank, Stanley has short

comings. It has Government House, a 
warship usually in port, the cathedral, 
a good hospital (thanks to the Colonial 
Welfare and Development Fund), a new 
school, and electric light. But the roads 
are full of pot-holes, and the water, 
which the stranger finds has a peculiar 
taste and effect, looks like whisky.

The roads had hard wear from mili
tary vehicles in the last war. Now, 10 
years afterwards, a start is being made 
on resurfacing them. If the arrears of 
maintenance on the roads and public 
buildings can be made good, and a 
decent water supply provided, in the 
term of office of the present Governor, 
Mr. Raynor Arthur, he will long be 
remembered with gratitude.

Governors, colonial secretaries, and 
treasurers are fleeting birds of passage in 
an out-of-the-way colony. It has been 
argued before now that it would suit the 
colony better if their duties were com
bined in one Administrator who could 
be given more permanent office and have 
more responsibility to the Falkland 
Islands Legislative Council than to the 
Colonial Office.

There are no roads across the islands, 
only tracks between some of the settle
ments that will carry tough, four-wheel- 
drive vehicles with few mishaps in the 
summer. The Governor has plans for 
more tracks to link all the settlements, 
and a start has been made in West Falk
land. Most journeys are made on horse
back, by boat, and now by Beaver sea
plane. This air service, the radio tele
phone installed at public cost at each 
settlement, and the ordinary wireless 
keep the camp people in touch with the 
outside world.

Away in the South Atlantic, five days 
south by boat from Montevideo, the 
British community in the Falkland 
Islands make their own life. There are 
virtually no foreigners there, and English 
is the only language spoken. “ Home ” 
to the islanders means Britain.

In a three weeks’ visit I heard no 
mention of the possibility of annexation 
by Argentina. To the islanders the atti
tude of Argentina is merely tiresome. 
They would be glad if normal inter
course could be resumed with their 
nearest neighbour. As the distance is 
only 300 miles, an air link with the world 
routes would then become practicable. 
In the Falkland Islands Dependencies, 
farther towards the Antarctic, the rival 
survey teams sent by Britain, Argentina, 
and Chile have established their posts 
side by side quite amicably.

In the 122 years of the colony’s exist
ence the islanders have often chafed at 
the distant control of the Colonial Office 
and the whims of Governors, some of 
whom would not have chosen to come 
to these islands of peat moorland, 
where people are few and sheep are 
many. The wind often blows hard, 
and a tree is a rarity. Some of the 
early settlers were men who deserted 
from sailing ships after rounding 
the Horn. Others came direct from 
home—as men still do on five-year con
tracts of service with the Government, 
the Falkland Islands Company, and 
individual sheep owners.
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is good news value in the round-up 
over the radio telephone each morning. 
Then Sid in Stanley calls each settlement 
in turn to take weather reports, and pass 
on requests for the doctor to visit or for 
purchases to be made at the stores in 
Stanley.

Most isolated of all are the shepherds 
living a dozen miles or more from a 
settlement. Their wives may be alone 
the week through when their husbands 
are away with the sheep at lamb mark
ing time, at shearing, and at dipping. But 
these women have for company the cows 
and calves round the place, some spare 
riding horses, the sheep dogs, the hens, 
sometimes a party-line telephone, and 
always the wireless contact with Stanley 
and the B.B.C. in London.

The attraction of the shepherd’s life is 
horse-riding. He is constantly in the 
saddle. Each man has his string of 
horses to carry him round his section 
of may be 10,000 acres carrying 2,500 
ewes. At the gathering times several 
shepherds set off with their horses and 
dogs to bring the sheep into the settle
ment, moving slowly across the moor—a 
good sight in this mechanized age.

They are more ranch riders than 
shepherds as we know them at home. 
They can skin a sheep better than most 
men, but there is no question of helping 
a ewe at lambing or of such refine
ments as inoculating lambs against the 
diseases that veterinary science now 
identifies.

HARDY SHEEP
The sheep, mainly Romneys and 

Corriedales 
remarkably 
hard life.

for wool, 
considering 

which 
fairly typical, the native herbage is 
almost entirely white grass (Cortaderia 
pilosd), growing in tufts on the peat 
and sheltering some finer herbage which 
the sheep eat down close. When burned 
judiciously the white grass grows up 
green in summer, and provides a picking 
for sheep through the year. But burning 
can be overdone on the drier stony 
ground, and then the herbage degener
ates to diddle dee, which is useless, 
heathery stuff.

Over the past 30 years several experts 
from England and New Zealand have 
investigated the possibilities of grassland 
improvement in the Falklands to raise 
the stock-carrying capacity of the camp. 
So far nothing consistent has been done 
about their recommendations. In 1938 
Dr. William Davies, who is now the 
director of the Grassland Research 
Station at Hurley in Berkshire, left

behind some trial plots to show what cul
tivation, seeding with British pasture 
plants, especially clover, and fertilizers 
might achieve.

These plots still tell a story, although 
the pegs marking the different sections 
have disappeared and the sheep have 
grazed at will, eating out the choicest 

/herbage. As there is no effective advi- 
j'sory service, many of the sheepowners 
’ and managers have been making their 
! own experiments, but without conclusive 
results.

The low lambing rate (about 65 per 
cent.) and the heavy losses among lambs 
and hoggets are reflected in a decline 
of one-quarter in the number of sheep 
shorn in the past 40 years. The wool 
clip, which is the sole concern in the 
Falklands, has been almost maintained, 
thanks to selective breeding for heavier 
fleeces, and the reputation of Falkland 
Islands wool never stood higher at the 
London sales than it does to-day. But 
more adequate shepherding would save 
losses, and the grazing could be 
improved.

MONEY WASTED
Progress could have been stimulated 

if the Colonial Development Corpora
tion’s project for a meat-freezing works 
had been less recklessly planned and 
more sensibly developed with local 
guidance. After operating in 1953 
and 1954, the works at Ajax Bay 
have been shut down and £540,000 
wasted, another graveyard like Dr. 
Davies’s grassland plots—and a more 
expensive one. There could be an 
export trade in frozen mutton and 
beef, supplementing the wool business, 
but the development will need careful 
preparation.

In the Falklands, mutton is known as 
“ 365 ”—eaten every day of the year. 
In the camp all the bread and cakes are 
home-baked. Mullet and smelt can be 
caught easily, but the camp people con
sider that there is better value in the 
mutton which they get as part of their 
pay. At one manager’s house, where we 
dined off gosling, the two maids had 
gone out on horseback with a rifle the 
previous afternoon; they got six 
goslings, and delicious they were.

So the Falkland Islanders make their 
own life, which has attractions for some 
people. The Irish doctor, who makes 
his round of East Falkland on horseback 
and by seaplane, means with his wife to 
come back for a second tour of duty. 
They like the life and the alert and 
friendly people. There is no place any
where else in the world quite to match 
the Falkland Islands.



AGENTS FOR LLOYDS.

TELEGRAMS "FLEETWING PORTSTAN LEY” viA RADIO.

ZZ.. 5712th January

Sir,

GRASSLANDS IMPROVEMENT.

7

therefore request His Excellency's indulgence on the occa
sion of his last meeting of Executive Council on 22nd January to 
allow me to bring the matter forward for attention.

The Company regards this matter as one of surpassing import
ance and I was most interested to hear His Royal Highness the 
Duke of Edinburgh's reference to the same subject in his Reply 
to the Loyal Address.

The Honourable the Colonial Secretary, 
STANLEY.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

COLONIAL MANAGER.

CDe Falkland Islands Company, Cimited.
----------- o ( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 185l.)o------------------------------ 

REGISTERED 1902.

zz
SHU

\c^

Dr. Muir of Rothamsted advises that a man called Lang (David) 
who served with the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey for two 
years could possibly be seconded. Lang joined the Institute about 
18 months ago, is now in Malta and will be available in 7-8 months 
timezZ

I have the honour to report on discussions between the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies and Dr. Muir of the Rothamsted 
Institute on the one hand, and our Chairman and Mr. A.R.Hurd on 
the other.

Z My principals are of the opinion that more information than 
is at present available regarding the types of soil in the Falk
land Islands is essential to provide the basis for the grassland 
improvement which the Company has in mind and have requested the 
Secretary of State to consider the secondment of a member of the 
Pool of Colonial Office Soil Surveyors to undertake a Soil Survey 
of the Falklands, commencing if possible September/Cctober 1957.

z yV'Z1

This officer, if appointed, would make a survey of the whole 
Colony but it would facilitate his work if he was based at Darwin 
and share a bungalow with laboratory attached which we propose to 
build for the Technical Adviser (a Mr. McIntosh) to be engaged by 
us.

The cost of the Survey is a matter for discussion between the 
Falkland Islands Government and Sheep Owners' Association, but in 
view of the fact that the bulk of Falklands Revenue derives from 
the Sheepfarming Industry it would not be unreasonable to expect 
Government to bear the cost. I am informed that the matter is 
being referred to His Excellency, also that there are no funds 
available from the Colonial Development & Welfare allocation for 
the Falklands.
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\

Ltd. ,

Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Sgd) A. G. D enton-Thortipson 
n/lT-OT-r T A T Qyn 1 y&'nt A

ingly been placed on the -genua, 
the Chairman of the Sheep Owners’ 
be present at the meeting.

1

I am,

14 th January,

3. Although I have not had the opportunity to 
discuss the matter with his Excellency the Governor, 
I feel sure that His Excellency will have no objection 
to the matter being raised in the forthcoming meeting of Council in view of its importance anu it has accord- 

It is unfortunate that 
Association will not

1 am directed to refer to your letter of 12th January, 
1957? on the subject oi grassland improvement.

Sir,

Ihe Manager,
Falklanu Islands Company, 

STAHLEY.

of course,Government is, of course, fully alive to the 
importance ox' taking steps to improve ©nd conserve the 
resources of the Ya Ik land Tslauds, and you will doubt
less recall that the need for pasture improvement and research was one 01 the matters raised by Government representatives with the Sheer. Owners* Association in 
July, 1955.



To the Brands t
December

Saving PRIORITY

 I enclose a copy of a letter

from the Chairman and Managing Director of
the Falkland Islands Company, Ltd., in
which he puts forward a proposal for a soil
survey in the Falkland Islands.

I shall be grateful for your2.
comments on the proposal so that I may
reply to the Falkland Islands Company.

SECER.

Saving
Fror^^^Secretary of State for the Colonies.

fficer Administering the Government of. FALKlJB

Date December., ISS.L.
No. /I 3 
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COPY
THE FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY, LIMITED.

29th November, 1956.

Dear Sir,

a

lW/jhr.

iff

For the FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY, lTP* 
(Sgd.) L.W.H. Young.

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your Obedient Servant,

This is in hand and we hope to be in a position to 
advise you shortly that a suitable man has been engaged.

As was mentioned at that meeting, more information 
than is at present available regarding the types of - -s&L 
in the Falkland Islands is essential to provide the tas® 
for the grassland improvement work we have in mind.

Falkland Islands on 26th July last regarding the matter of 
official support for the employment of a Technical Adviser 
who would carry out a programme of experimental work over 
a term of years in the Falkland Islands, in relation to 
the Sheep Farming Industry.

The Rt. Hon. Alan Lennox-Boyd, D.L., M.P., 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
Colonial Office, 
Church House, 
Great Smith Street, 
London, S.W. 1.

120, Pall Mall, 
London, S.W. 1.

With regard to meeting the cost, we suggest « is a matter for discussion between the Falkl^pd ijl 
Government and the Farmers, but we do consider 
to be a matter of such great importance that in 
is essential that the work be undertaken as soon as 
possible.

will be stationed, and where we could arrange acc.a 
and laboratory facilities. 1

We have the honour to revert to our discussion with 
the Rt. Hon. John Hare, O.B.E., M.P., Minister of State 
for the Colonies, and His Excellency The Governor of the

Chairman & Managing Director^

We therefore request that you will consider sejf 
Member of the Pool of Colonial Office Soil Surjp^l 

undertake a Soil Survey of the Falkland Islands, ^co’ 
if possible in September/October 1957- He would, 
course, make a survey of the Colony but we are of ‘ . 
opinion that it would facilitate his work if he wa i 
at Darwin, where the Technical Adviser to be engaged
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(1) 3

(2)

laboratory

/ation
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(a) obtaining the consent and co-operation 
ox all 1 armors.

This matter v.as cohsK.gat a. mu-eting oi 
, 1957.

(i) That i-ovti*: c.cnt should in principle support 
the proposal i'ox* a soil survey o.-. the 
Falkland Islands ana shoula give 1 a vo arable 
consideration to the suggestion that such a 
su rvey should rece i ve i i 11anoia Isapport irom 
G0v erament i unus.

U-

(ii)Discussions should be initiated with the 
Sheep owners’ association and the Falkland 
Islands Company with a view to:-

2A|tn January,

(iii) The Secretary 01 state should be approached ior 
advice ana information on the probable dur-

(b) Considering the bust way to arrange and administer the survey having regard to 
the problems ox accommodation, 
ecu i pment a net ad mi ai s t ra t i on.

2.
executive Council n^la on the 21st January 
It was agreed:-

Sir,

I have the honour to transmit the attached copies 
ox c 0 r r e sppnqen.c<: on the subject oi grassland improve
ment and a proposed soil survey oi the Falkland Is- 
lands ior the iiuornr.tion and coseis eration or your 
association: -

Copy uiu a lettei? auuressec. to the ccretury 
of ,?tate xo:e the colonics by the ’hair, an 
and ianaging director oi the 'al.-zlueu Islanas 
Oom. any which has beer e..er or. to this 
Governf.’Cnt by the eci-etury 01 . :tate.

The Chairman, 0
I1.1. Shoe. Owners’ Association, 

3T.a <:T Y.

.ogy oi a letter aated the 12th January, 1957 
adux'Cs 3 ed tthe 0 oIon iu 1 cc _-etary by the 
Colonial :'ana:w.:r ol the - alkland Islands 
Oo/.'-pan^r.
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I am,

(iv) The Falkland Islands Company to be advised 
accordingly.

at ion oi the survey a. id theequipment that 
woula be required so that Government could 
give lurther consideration to the question 
oi' iinancial support.

(Sgd) a..G. Denton-Thompson

OFF I CD R AD M In ICTERING 
THF G0VERN1I2NT.

Sir,
Your obedient servant,

3. The Secretary oi State has already been 
approached with regard to (iii) above. In view of 
the importance ana urgency of the matter I have to 
enquire whether your Association woula agree to 
nominate representatives to discuss the project with 
the Falkland Islands Company ana Government at an early c.atc and, ii possible, not later than the 
secona or third week oi February.

A copy 01 this letter has been addressed 
to the Colonial anager oi' the Falkland Islands 
Company.



Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE
Despatched: 24.1 .57 Time : 1150 Received: Time :

F2I02ITY.

h° Your Priority Savingram IT. . 133 of 13th December*No. 10.

Soil Survey.
f- •

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

OFFICER ADKITIST -RirC THE GOVESITEEET.

GTC:L1F

j

/

Rough estimate of time required to complete 
survey of this nature.

What equipment and laboratory facilities 
would be required and probable cost of 
former.

Discussi-ns to this end arc being
7 Associati; n ai1d 

In meantime to assist further 
conside.uti n of administrative arc financial aspects most 
grateful if your Agricultural Advisers could provide infor
mation on following points

Would analysis be completed here or would 
samples be forwarded'" to Rothamsted for 
final analysis.

Approximate cost of officer on secondment 
from e.g. Rothams ted.

j U/7> ■

It is agreed in . rinci.le Gov rnment should sr^g^st 
The proposal but consent and co-operati n of all farms must 
first be obtained. I--’-----  --
initiated immediately with Sheep Owners 
Falkla.o' I .lands C •juny.
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TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 30.1.57. Time: Received: 31.1.57. Time .21001535

Soil Survey.

GTC : PT

V

I

■E

In a letter to me Anthony Hurd, M.P. , stated that he has 
now heajrd that Legislative Council has approved the whole cost of the 
soil survey being made from reserve fund.

I should be grateful for confirmation of this statement.

DZL-1KDI1 'E.
No: 13* Your tel. No: 10.
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1

Your letter 7th December Counci J. approves whole 
cost of soil survey being met from reserves.

Extract from telegram da.ted 23rd January to F. I.D. London 
from F. I. 0. Stanley.
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Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 1.2.57 Time: 0U20 Received: Time :

Y ur telegram j’o: 13-No: 15.

Soil Survey.

U4

OFFICE”: ADLIIITST h;I"G TH: C-' V ;.l l H1:T.

GTC:!.IF

ay 
o nt s

I regret Hurd has been misinformed by Falkland 
Islands Company and misunderstanding arises o t of a 
telegram addressed to Falkland Islands Company Chairman 
by Colonial Manager here. Proposal has been considered 
by Executive 0-moil not Legislative and position is as stated in my telegram No: 10. Prerequisite to C lony 
wide survey^ which -is fundamental necessity, is co-operation 
and consent of farmers and I am taking urgent st ns to obtain 
it in tripartite discussions between Government, Sheep 
0 ners1 Association and Falkland Isl nds Company. I am 
confi ent sup ort from great majority Till be for'he f.ng fW'W 
they are fully consulted before project starts. Extent 
of Government financial support wBll.be further considered 
when we have some estimate of costs. I am confident 
Government will meet whole or substancial part <*f t e c st 
but must emphasize Executive and Legislative C uncil 
members will not sign bl an1 cheques ano it wo 11 be of 
considerable assistance in furthering the project if I 
be su. plied as soon as p ssible with, information on 
mentioned i: my t ,legram No: 10.

wBll.be
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Acting Colonial Secretary.
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Some of the documents might be unpalatable reading for 
Mr. Barton and other farmers, but there might be some advantage in 
letting them see them.

Mr. Barton came to see me this afternoon about the proposed 
soil survey and pasture improvement scheme which is now working up 
into a major and most inportant project.
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He asked me whether he could have a list of all the published 
documents and major reports on ary subjects dealing with pastures and 
land in the Falkland Islands. This will include such things as the 
Wier and Davis reports and also the geological report which was done a number 
of years ago. I am afraid this is rather a major research project 
but it is an important one. Could you please let me have, possibly 
by the second or third week of February, a composite list of the 
references.

r r 7Mil
31st January 195 7*
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A. H.C.S.
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205/23 - which is missing.
76/1894 Survey oi Lands surrendered for sale.
49/97

50/97

105/98

195/05

189/06

365/06

168/08

386/12

59/14

245 and 116/18 bo uh destroyed.
745/21

302/22

provision of grass seed for Sandy Areas.66/23
Report on Tussac plantation at Hooker's Point.883/23

41/24

84/24

354/24

709/24

205/25

Report by H. Munro on the improvement oi' 
Grazing Areas of the Common

Reports on Sheep Farming in the Falkland Islands 
by J. Mowat - principally deals with stock

Approving expense of £40 for planting marram 
grass near Lighthouse.

Paspalum Lilaturn grass imported from Buenos 
Aires for experimental purposes.

Plants suitable for covering sane, areas - 
correspondence regarding.

Advisability or interesting public officers in 
the geology ano. mineralogy of the Colony.

Transporting ana Planting of Tussac Plants - 
tenders for

383/24
472/25

Rowett Research Institute - correspondence 
regarding visit of Mr. r.unro to.

Improvement of pasture - Sample grasses to be 
sent to Rowett Research Institute Aberdeen for 
examination.

In accordance with H.H. the O.A. G.’s Minute I have 
searched our records for files relating to Grasslands etc. 
and I have taken the numbers of all files dealing with 
Stock, Grasslands, Grass ana Tussac seed, etc. I expect 
many of these files will be irrelevant, but I am appending 
a list of them in order that H.H. may take out what he wants. 
I have been unable to trace the file relating to Sir John 
Middleton’s Report on Sheep Farming which appears to be

Report by Henry Rittez(?) on Agriculture wherein 
he tries to point out that crops of forage can 
be produced which are better for animals than 
the sour grass.

Work of Government Surveyor slightly irrelevant, 
refers to acreage only).

Loans to Sheep Farmers for Development and 
Improvement of Farm Stations.

Soil Survey - samples required.
Planting of Tussac Grass on the peninsula

Books of reference on subject of stock 
etc. in Stock Inspector’s Office.

Scientific Report on : . islands by Dr. Sottsberg 
(Takes in geology, botany and zoology).

Grasses, Sand binding. Proposed experiment 
on Peninsula Farm. Appears to have been 
tried at Port . tephens ana weddell Is.

Printing of Geological Report on Falkland Islands 
by Dr. H. A- Baker - report does not appear to 
have been submitted to Government prior to 
publication.
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I386/25

609/25

U55/26

Supplementary Feeding on Grassland.553/27
UO/28

328/28

166/29 Samples of Grasses for Experimental Sowing.
230/30 Rice Grass (Spartuia)
105/33

150/35

235/35

301/35 Stanley Common - improvement of
233/36 Improvement of Pastures - Experimental Plots

I

69/37

1U8/38

252/38

88/41

119/44

275/46 Pasture Improvements in Hill Country
Samples of Soil (Falkland Islanus).0102

0214 Lime Deposits
0214/A Lime Deposits - final report by Mr. Adie

Report on Guano Deposits in the Falkland Is.0520

Agricultural Experiments on Sheep Farms, 
Falkland Is lanes.

Agricultural News published by the Department 
of Agriculture.

Enquiry from Hon. G. I. Felton regarding 
possibility of ordering swamp grass seed.

Note on the High Mortality Rate of Sheep in 
the Falkland Islands.

Brief Notes on economical flock improvement 
for circulation to farmers

Report by Mr. .7. Davies on the Grasslands 
of the Falkland Islands.

Respecting arrangements for thinning out 
and distributing Sand Grass Plants.

Rowett Research Institute - Official Report 
on the investigation on F.Is. pastures.

Same les of Soils and Grasses forwarded to 
Mr. William Davies in the United Kingdom

Report of the Committee on Hill Sheepfarming 
in Scotlamd.

Proposal to apply for 
.-.Iso to defray cost 

of a visit of an expert to advise in this 
capacity. Pastures and manures imported and 
distributed to farmers.

Improvement of pastures, 
a grant from C.D. & W.

Report by Mr. Tom C. Norris on the Possibilities 
of the Sheepfarming Industry in the F. Islands.

Mr. R.C. Pole-Evans requests that Mr. Faithful 
visit Port Howard to advise on Agricultural 
Matters. Report by -iMr. Faithful filed a£10.
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0779 Grain. Seeds from Overseas.
0821

0968

1052

1/29/50 u

1U52 Report on C-nass Sancis of the Falkland Islands.

1755

1760 Sheep Farming in the Falkland Islands.

y w.
M-S.

Improvement of Colony’s Pastures by Aerial 
Treatment

<0.

k/m.
'5. 2. 57.

i

Sheep - Experimental drenchings with cobalt - 
report by Torn Beaty

Book entitled "An Experiment in Smallholdings 
imported.

Stone Runs of the Falkland Islands by 
J. R.F. Joyce

Soil Conversation - Importation of Sand Grass 
and Gorse Seed.

In addition there is also Dr. Gibbs’ Report (file 118/Lj.O) 
which has never been published.



10th February 1957.

Sir

for

«(ap

Falkland Islands Sheer Owners
Association.

Port Howard.
West Falklands.

*

p
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2. As a matter for enquiry would any useful purpose be served 
by each farm sending various types of soil direct to the U.K. 
analysis.

9
With reference your letter dated 24th January 1957,1 have spoken 

to available Managers' on the West Falklands and none of them can find 
it convenient to go, to Stanley this month to discuss the proposal'of a soil survey of the Colony.In the meantime,! will circulate your letter 
and the attached copies to all Managers on the West within the next fort- 
-night and ¥hen" return them to our Secretary to be circulated round the 
North Camp of the East Falklands.This will at least give everybody an 
opportunity to think the matter over,and possibly a meeting of some of 
the farmers might be arranged to coincide with the next combined Council meetings.

I am,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,51. /C,
Chairman. (Local Branch)





Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Time: Time : 093034-55

Soil survey.Your tel. No: 10.

(a)

(b)

(c)

■' o"
GTC : PT

Despatched: 12.2.57.
PRIORITY

No: 24*

To enable me to reply fully to the point you raise 
could you provide information on the follov.ing points:-

That transport facilities would be available for 
surveyor and his jungle staff.
That type of local jungle staff and labour would 
be available to assist.
That laboratory facilities exist locally and 
whether any trained laboratory staff would be 
available to a ssist.

Received: 13.2.5/.



MEMORANDUM
13th February 7195rom

To 

Returned with thanks.

AGB would be grateful if he could borrow

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY LTD.,
STANLEY.

8U/2U 
383/2U 
205/25

I (90 (_ !>■ <vz^0xa-7</C

Cu)'A-> ’
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TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched:15.2.57 Time: 0I420 Received: Time :

53 No: 32. • ~F' ur Priority Telegram Mo: 21;-.

Soil Survey.

have

'HM GOV 11 1 MT.OPMICNR AD. .r TS'.MMIVCt

C-TC
AbT/MF

Transpor’. 
have to ride..-

la 'drover and boat, 
pr; vided locally.

uro

5.
would need,
of what h
f: o.j

3.laboratory staff.

Surveyor and staff would principally 
Other means of transport where riecessary and 

possible would be by seaplane, la'drover and boat. All 
transp >rt faciliti s would b

J

We car. cost transport lab' .r whin we know what he 
consrructi n of laborat-ry if I can have some idea 

woulc require an' passages. We sh uld ave to start 
scratch.

'4. If he will need to live cut r.n the country he will
require tents and car equipment. Otherwise hospitality would 
be avcti-lable In settlements and shepherds houses.

6. Name of Llacdrlly College of Soil h search Aberdeen has
be m su gested to me as suitable and experienced source of 
assistance for this type of country. Aos grateful if I might 
some information if. possible before 1 th .larch when combined 
Councils and Sheep Owners’ Ass ciation are meeting to discuss the 
matter.

o lab ratory facilities here and no
L: “oratory wo Id have to be built

or s >le 1 il ed ’or purpose. No scientific
laboratory e-ui, ment available locclly.

2. Only staff ano labour available locally would be
• nskill.rd farm labour. Services of a clerk could be 
obtained if necessary.

A.C5=».
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TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR
Received: 21.2.57 Time: 0230Time: 12hODespatched: 21.2,5/

COkiTDkldJIAL.

No:28. Soil Survey.

SNCh ? suhs.

V

GTC:LIC
Typed : 1.2?

2. Your paragraph 6. ,7e have in mind as p 'Ssible
surveyor Lang ( irp.r jjleyram 17-1 September 7 th 1955 
refers) who has nor co..pleted. tr -.inin; and is due to 
complete present assignment in . alta at the end of 1957* 
11 av e you any c o ■ n lent s ?

It is difficult for those concerned to 
■estimate accurately without e::x rience’of local 
conditions, 13 is thought advisable to allo*” for 
12 months field work ir. weather conditions suitable 
for such work and 6 months for preparation and writing 
up at headquarters. Labour requirem-_-nt< is tro or 
three men who are literate and physically capable of 
carrying kit and surveyor’s equipment i the field. 
Service typist required at ho-ad-quart_rs from time to 
time, l.o lab nr a 'ory facilities repaired as in 
circumstances it is thought better to send samples to 
Rothamsted for analysis.
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TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched : 22.2.57 Time: 0325 Received: Time :

0011 ID^NTIAL.

Telegram No: 28.No: 36. Y ur 0 onf i de . t i al

Soil Survey.

OFFICE A lEFIl ’ll OV .

CtTC:MF

Grateful to luiow de ails of ndat 
Land’s salary and allowances would "be.
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SENT.TELEGRAM

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

. Time :Time :os ko Received: 1 OCG

its? t ilegrai.To: 30.
1 Survey.

at
i

t

sic.

rllG.. to P.A. at IOC?
rile nlcOB.j.

3 3 inat d 
neats 1 ,:

s. lary
■ C -?v

:i 150 - 1200
it r tioi
tinp i s 

a y possible
-s

ormall;
Officers of 
case a 
livi. p

(I rtlcl) J.B.
£7/2/37

ts of pool
~.e s e arcli 3ranch

’ <?i ,s^ In this
i -n to local

Despatched: 25.2.57

s 
a /“oar incl- Cin 
Lut s ’;st yoo. all- 
for list!..at - //--</ 
cto.jv.st' for salary 
are . rmall,' e.o a\te to f o

s 1. ;i 1 ar st at ‘. s in t o rr 
special calca.lati a in rd a 
costs nn 3 nccGooary..
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Ref; I76O 28th Ibbruary 1957

Memoipndum for Meeting of Combined Councils and Committee of the

y.g.1 Associa t ion.

t!

/The cost of<n

My principals are of the opinion that more information 
than is at present available regarding the types of soil in 
the Falkland Islands is essential to provide the basis for the 
grassland improvement which the Conpary has in mind and have 
requested the Secretary of State to consider the secondment of 
a member of the Pool of Colonial Office Soil Surveyors to 
under take a Soil Survey of the Falklands, commencing if 
possible Scptember/October 1957»

These proposals wore considered by Executive Council at a 
meeting held on the 9th and 10th October, 1956, and the outcome was 
that the Company were advised that their proposals had been read with 
much interest and Council had recommended that subject to the approval 
of the Legislature the project should receive Government support by 
means of a grant. The Coiipany were, however, asked to provide 
Government with an estimate of costs so that further consideration 
could be given to the extent of Government’s contribution (it will be 
noted that the estimates quoted in Annexure ’A’ arc tentative and 
exclude a number of important items).
4. On the 12th January, 1957> the Colonial Manager reported to
Government on discussions between the Secretary of State for the Colonies 
and Dr. Muir of the Rothamsted Institute on the one hand and the Chairman 
and Mr. A. R. Hurd on the other. The following is the relevant extract 
from the Colonial Manager’s letter: -

In July, 1956, the Falkland islands Conpany officially 
informed Government that the Coiipany intended to engage a Field 
Technical Officer who would have his headquarters - t Darwin and who 
would be responsible for carrying out experiments in land improvement. 
The Conpany intimated that his findings would be made available to 
those farms interested in land improvement and that the large farms 
had all agreed to contribute towards the services of this officer. 
In conclusion the Conpary enquired whether in the circumstances 
Government would be prepared to contribute towards the expenses of 
maintaining this officer in the form of a grant on the grounds that 
the experiments to be carried out would be a benefit to the Colony 
generally.

2. In reply Government informed the Falkland Islands Conpany
that the matter would be submitted for the consideration of Executive 
Council but that Council would doubtless require a considerable amount 
of additional information with regard to the work and experiments to 
be undertaken by the Field Technical Officer before committing 
Government to supporting the project financially. An Extract from 
the Colonial Manager’s reply, which sets out the Conpany’s proposals, 
is attached to this Memorandum as Annexure ’A’.

This officer, if appointed, would make a survey of the 
whole Colony but it would facilitate his work if he was based 
at Darwin and share a bungalow with laboratory attached which 
wc propose to build for the Technical Adviser (a Mr. McIntosh) 
to be engaged by us.

PA.STU RE WffVMWIT ANp_ SOIL SURVEY
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The Company regards this matter as one of surpassing 
importance and I v/as most interested to hear His Royal Highness 
the Duke of Edinburgh* s reference to the same subject in his 
Reply to the Loyal Address,

(iii) The Secretary of State should bo approached for advice 
and information on the probable duration of the survey and 
the equipment that would be required so that Government 
could give further consideration to the question of financial 
support®

(a) obtaining the consent and co-operation of 
all farms;

(b) considering the best way to arrange and 
administer the survey having regard to the 
problems of accommodation, laboratory 
equipment and administration®

some
The following

Concurrently, the Governor was asked for his views on a letter 
addressed to the Secretary of State by the Chairman of the Falkland 
Islands Company, a copy of which is attached to this Memorandum as 
Annexure ’ B’.

It is -thought advisable to allow for twelve months 
field work in weather conditions suitable for such work 
and six months for preparation and writing up at 
headquarters.

6. The Secretary of State was approached accordingly and
information has been elicited from the Colonial Office, 
is a summary of their advice?-

The cost of the Survey is a matter for discussion between 
the Falkland Islands Government and Sheep Owners’ Association, 
but in view of the fact that the bulk of Falklands Revenue 
derives from the Shecpfaxming Industry it would not be unreasonable 
to expect Government to bear the cost. I am informed that the 
matter is being referred to His Excellency, also that there are 
no funds available from the Colonial Development & Welfare 
allocation for the Falklands.

Dr. Muir of Rothamsted advises that a man called Lang 
(David) who served with the Falkland Inlands Dependencies Survey 
for two years could possibly be seconded. Lang joined the 
Institute about 18 months ago, is now in Malta and will be 
available in 7-8 months time.

5. The matter v/as considered by the Governor in Council held on
the 21st January, 1957- It was then agreed:-

(ii) Discussions should be initiated with the Sheep 
Owners’ Association and the Falkland Islands Company with 
a view to:-

(i) Government should in principle support the proposal 
for a soil survey of the Falkland Islands and should give 
favourable consideration to the suggestion that such a 
survey should receive financial support from Government 
funds.
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/ (extract)

Mr. Lang’s total emoluments would "be in the 
region of £1,200 p,a.

extent that they
8 where

I have just come from New Zealand, and, while 
there, I had a chance to see what marvels modem agricultural 
science can perform in the way of increasing production. 
Pastures have been improved to such an 
can now carry four times the amount of stock.
2 were before, 8,000 where 2,000 were before.

I have no doubt that the sheep farmers of these 
Islands arc well aware of the possibilities of well 
managed improvements; for without improvements 
prosperity does not last,

8* It is also perhaps relevant to quote an extract from the
summary of general conclusions reached by Mr. W. Davies in his report 
“The Grasslands of the Falklands”.

(2) Labour requirements would be two or three men 
who arc literate and physically capable of carrying kit 
and surveyor’s equipment in the field. The services of 
a typist would be required at headquarters from time to 
time.

(3) No laboratory facilities would be required as in 
the circumstances it is thought better to send samples 
to Rothamsted for analysis.

7. It should be enphasised from the outset that in correspondence
with the Secretary of State, Government has maintained that the support, 
interest and co-operation of the industry is, in its view, a prerequisite 
to any further action on a Colony-wide basis and, although both the 
Secretary of State and the-Company are clearly anxious for an early 
decision, it has been enphasised to both that Government feels close 
consultation is the first move. But the whole matter is clearly of 
the greatest inportance and further inpetus given at this stage to the 
achievement and results that have been obtained on more than one farm 
in the Falklands and the interest now being taken in the possibilities 
of long term research and experimentation ih pasture improvement, could 
have far reaching effects on the future of the industry. It is perhaps 
not out of place to quote here an extract from Prince Philip’s recent 
address to Legislative Councils-

(4) The Colonial Office have in mind as a possible 
surveyor Mr. Lang who has corrpleted training and is due 
to conplete his present assignment in Malta at the end 
of 1957o (This proposal is put forward in spite of the 
fact that the name of the Macaully College of Soil 
Research, Aberdeen, recommended by Mr. Cuthbertson, was 
suggested to the Secretary of State as a suitable and 
experienced source of advice and assistance for this 
type of country).
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This is said with the knowledge that many owners and 
others connected with the Falklands take the 
converse view.

The present system of grassland faming in the Falkland 
Islands is nothing short of large-scale ranching. Until a 
methodical and much extended scheme of sub-dividing existing 
paddocks is brought about, the potentialities for land 
improvement throughout the colony will remain all but untapped. 
There is no doubt at all that closer subdivision with the creation 
of smaller fields on which a practical form of rotational grazing 
can be enployed is fundamental to pasture improvement. 
Indeed, it may well be said that a well conceived programme of 
subdivision is essential to the pastoral industry. The fall 
in the stock carrying capacity of the pastures and therefore, 
in the pastoral wealth of the colony has been remarked upon* 
The decline is still proceeding and there can be no doubt that 
deterioration in the grasslands themselves is taking place and 
is, indeed, the cause of the decline in production. As regards 
the Falklands, all the evidence suggests that pasture deterioration 
will take place progressively the more rapidly in proportion as the 
stock carried becomes less. The hope of the industry lies in 
increased production and in carrying an ever increasing head of 
stock. // Increased production means that pastures will have to 
be improved, and properly maintained improvements of pastures will 
only be possible after first creating smaller fields and introducing 
better methods of grazing management.

In a short, but entirely interesting, reconnaissance survey 
of the kind described in the foregoing report, no more than general 
indications can be given. Similarly only broad generalizations 
can properly be made. The sequel to such a reconnaissance should 
be the setting in motion of properly planned machinery thoroughly 
to investigate the broad issues that have been raised. It is 
submitted, therefore, that investigational work dealing specifically 
with the grassland problems of the Falkland sheep stations should 
be conducted. Such investigational work would be carried out in 
thb colony under the general supervision of the Director of 
Agriculture# Specific problems connected with the practical, 
rather than the purely scientific, aspects of grassland development 
would obviously take precedence in any such research scheme.

The time has arrived when the Falklands must consider very 
seriously whether the present ranching policy is to continue, or 
whether a complete change of methods involving a policy of grass
land improvement together with a more intensive system of pastoral 
agriculture is to be put into effect. Continuance of the existing 
ranching system cannot but load to a still greater lowering of 
carrying capacity, and to the decreased wealth of the country as a 
whole. With a change over in methods and the gradual substitution 
of a more intensive type of grassland farming the decline in 
production would cease, and after a time there is no reason why 
definite and progressive increases should not be recorded. 
Subdivision of paddocks, the better management of pastures, and the 
replacement of the present herbage by better plants are all 
essentials in the developmental scheme.
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10. In considering this whole question it seems that there are two 
hroad principles that should be taken into account: -

There can be no doubt whatever that grassland improvement 
is possible over a large part of the Falklands. The working 
out of a proper technique of land improvement must remain largely 
a matter for the Colony itself. It is obvious that were the 
improvements of grasslands to become generally practised the 
whole outlook of the country and its people would be changed. 
Grass is the chief and almost only agricultural crcp, and it is 
wholly., likely that grassland will always remain the, mainstay of agriculture In the country. Because of this, and because 
of the potential development of better pastures in the colony, 
the whole grassland problem requires closer investigation than 
is possible in a rapid survey. There is every reason to suppose 
that such investigations would bring about results of value in 
pointing the way to improve the stock-carrying capacity of the 
grasslands.

11. It may be of some assistance to Members in considering the
proposals that have been put forward if what appear to be some of the 
principal matters for deliberation and decision are summarised: -

(iii) Is it agreed, assuming the proposal for a Colony-wide 
survey has the support of the industry and Councils, that it should 
recicvc financial support from Government?

The wealth of the country depends entirely on the sheep 
industry and it has been built up over the years on the 
proceeds from the sale of wool. Consequently, it does not 
seem unreasonable that some of the accumulated reserves of 
Government should be ploughed back into basic research and 
experimental projects designed to increase productivity, 
the wealth of the industry and the community and improve 
standards of living.
(?) We should do our best to ensure that any advice we 
receive as a result of a soil survey is based not solely 
on the "test tube” answer but on what are in fact practical 
propositions having regard to the problems of finance, 
transport and freight. The same principles would no 
doubt apply in the case of pasture improvement experimentation. 
It is not perhaps the theoretically "ideal” solutions we 
need, but essentially practical ones.

I. General Principles.
(i) Is it confirmed that the Falkland Islands Company* s 

project for experimental work connected with pasture improvement should 
receive financial support from Government?

9* Much has of course happened since Davies wrote his report and 
there have been notable improvements and achievements, made possible 
very largely by the greatly increased prosperity of the industry and 
illustrated, for instance, by the wool production figures over the 
past few years (Annexure ’C*), In spite of the progress already made, 
however, much of what Davies said then would seem to apply very largely 
now. Again, to quote Davies:-

(ii) Doos the proposal for a Colony-wide soil survey have the 
support of the representatives of the industry and of Members of both 
Councils?
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To what extent should Government finance: -

Company, farms and Government)

(a) control the funds allocated for the project,
(t)

AGDT/PT

determine the broad lines along which the 
work should he carried out?

II, Subsidiary Matters for Consideration and Decision (assuming general 
agreement to the throe principal items referred to under I above),

(i) Finance:
(a) the long term experimental work to be undertaken 

under the aegis of the Falkland Islands Conpany?

(b) the soil survey?

(ii) Qrgapisajtion and Administration: Assuming that the 
long term experimental work is based on Darwin and is financed on a 
tripartite basis by the Falkland Islands Conpany, other farms and 
Government, is it to be left entirely to the Falkland Islands Conpany 
to decide what should be done or would it be desirable (subject of 
course to the Conpany? s agreement) to set up a Policy Board or 
Committee (representative of the Conpar^y, farms and Government) 
that would perhaps



ANNEXURE 'A1
Extract from Colonial Manager1s letter.

Mr, Hurd1 s proposals to be carried out.

(Experiment being

Additional ploughing in rotation. Grow Rape

/2.

Professor W. Davies* visit and his report should have 
been of the greatest value but the Report was published at the 
beginning of the War which possibly led to it being shelved, 
certainly by Government.

" The Board has been considering the past efforts made
by Farmers and Government to improve the grasslands of the 
Falkland Islands and we think you will agree that the results 
have been disappointing and of little practical value;
possibly due to the fact that experimental work has been 
carried on spasmodically on a small scale and with no long 
term planning.

REGRASSJUG, 
those are:-

There arc, of course, several contributory causes, 
among them the lean years between 1930 and 1940$ but credit is 
certainly due to J. L, Waldron Limited for the work carried out 
at Port Howard.

The Board has come to the conclusion that if the Colony 
is to make any progress through regrassing it is essential that a 
pro gramme of experimental work be undertaken for a definite term 
of years and that it be carried out by a Faimer.

Gcnej?al. Additional ploughing in rotation. Grow Rape 
and Kale as pioneer crops followed by oats and improved grass 
and clover leys. Endeavour to increase area of rotational 
grazing ai-ound Darwin Harbour to 500-1,000 acres.

North Arm. Continue experiment of establishing clovers 
on s trips already sown with Yorkshire Fog, Fence off small 
sections along the existing boundary- fence to allow a test of 
controlled grazing to be made as a means of encouraging better 
grasses and clovers. Sections of existing Yorkshire Fog grass 
to be cultivated again, ploughing up about one quarter of this 
area for the purpose, and then sown with improved English 
grasses and clovers, with grazing control.

It has, therefore, been decided that the Coirpany should 
undertake this and as a commencement £10,000 has been allocated to 
a Farm Development Reserve Fund in our 1955 accounts. A 
programme has been prepared and it is proposed that it be carried 
out over a period. It is outlined below:-

Darwin Harbour. Cuthbertson seeder to plant grass seed* 
clover and fertiliser on selected white grass canp. Strips 
to cover 500 acres out of a denoted area of 1500 acres, fenced 
off. Fences to be cattle proof. Mating of ewes - bred on 
inproved camps - at 1^- instead years, 
made 1956 with 400 ewes).

Fitzroy. Crowd cattle on a small area of white grass then 
sow Yorkshire Fog and pieces of White Clover and get these 
trodden in by the cattle. Also try grasses such as Cocksfoot 
and Rye Grass.
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SEEDEjy^ETILISER.2.

Basic Slag.

5.

6. TECHNICAL ADVISER.

LABOUR.9<

Chileans appear to be well

/10.

Min. 18/ total phosphoric acid (contains lime).
Under 20 tons £15. 11» 6d. c. i.f. Montevideo.
Over " ” 11. Od. ” ”
3/4000 tons Antwerp £8. 2. 6d. f. o.b.

If* we cannot secure sufficient to carry out our pro grammes in 
the Colony we must consider importing, 
worth considering.

SHELTERS,

We are also making enquiries re other fertilisers obtainable 
here for export, Unfortunately we cannot obtain any further quantity
of the conplete fertiliser Noil (the bhe ton which is being shipped 
should be applied at 2-cwts. per acre).

North African phosphate. Min,3C/ total phosphoric acid.
Small quantity £15. 2. 6d. c.i.f. Montevideo.
3/400 tons ex Sfax. £9, 15 . Od. f.o.b.

If orders totalling 3/400 tons were received we could doubtless 
land it direct on farms considerably cheaper than shipping in small 
quantities.

The enployment of a coupe tent technical advisor with some 
knowledge of sheep husbandy for say two years. He would investigate the 
possibilities of inproving the grazing, lamb losses, having special 
regard to cobalt and other soil deficiencies and such diseases as pulpy 
kidney, worms, ctfc. He would be employed by the Conpany and his advice 
could, so far as is practicable, be made available to other sheepowners.

Ewe camps. Experiments with say 100 sheets each 
across are to be made. Circular enclosed. Earth shelters to be 
bulldozed.

Cobalt, The use of a fertiliser which has a trace of cobalt 
is being investigated. This is the practice in New Zealand and 
Fisons can probably supply.

3. The programme will necessitate the use of quantities of
phosphate and lime. We can obtain:-

Lime. We are shipping 20 tons of I. C. I, Ground No: 3» 
The deposits at Shell Bay near Fitzroy may be valuable and we await 
your report.

Cuthbertsons now advise that this is almost ready for 
trial and shipment. It should prove of great value if it can do 
the work it is intended for. We are also odering from Australia 
an 8—ft. Grasslands Heavy Duty Tiller which is suitable for use as 
a Sod-seeder.
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10. AFFORESTATION.

11. KEEPING OF RECORDS AND COSTINGS.

12. REFRIGERATION.

13^ COST.
The main

n

-- oooOooo--

£1,000
1,050

1,800 

1,000 

1,000
500

Two l-acrc areas to be planted, 
from the United Kingdom and one from Punta Arenas, 
suitable fertiliser is being gone into.
Forestry Expert, Dr. Agro Syrach Larsen, to be regarded.

The project for a small plant at Goose Green is shelved 
for the present.

It is difficult to estimate the annual cost, 
items will be:-

Darwin Harbour - 50 acres new ground p.a. to
Rape and Kale say £20 per acre

50 acres to grass say £21 per acre
(This will be a recurring & increasing charge)

10 miles Fencing say £180 per mile.

North Arm - say
Fitzroy - say
West Falklands - say

One with seedlings
The matter of

The views of the Danish

This is essential. Moreover, we propose to keep 
members of the Falkland Islands Sheepowners Association informed. 
We are suggesting that Mr. M. Greece be placed in immediate charge.

Plus cost of supervision, records, employment of a technical 
adviser and possibly shelters. We appreciate that the result may be 

. disappointing but until an effort is made and is continuous for a term 
of years wo shall never know what the possibilities may be.
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Copy of letter to Secretary of State from Chairman, F. I. C.

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY, LIMITED,

29th November, 195^.

Dear Sir,

I have the ho.nouc to be, Sir,
Your Obedient Servant*

(Signed.) L« W. H. Young.

Chainnan & Managing Director.

As was mentioned at that meeting, more information than is 
at present available regarding the types of soil in the Falkland 
Islands is essential to provide the basis for the grassland 
approvement work we have in mincU

We have the honour to revert to our discussion with the 
Rt, Hon* John Hare, O,B.E., M.P. , Minister of State for the Colonies, 
and His Excellency the Governor of the Falkland Islands on 26th July 
last regarding the matter of official support for the employment of 
a Technical Adviser who would carry out a programme of experimental 
work over a term of years in the Falkland Islands, in relation to the 
Sheep Fanning Industry.

120 Pall Mall, 
London, S.W. 1*

The Rt. Hon. Alan Lennox-Boyd, D* L. , M. P. , 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
Colonial Office,
Church House,
Great Smith Street,
LONDON, S.W.l.

With regard to meeting the cost, we suggest that this is 
a matter for discussion between the Falkland Islands Government and 
the Farmers, but we do consider the Survey to be a matter of such 
great importance that in any case it is essential that the work be 
undertaken as soon as possiblco

This is in hand and we hope to be in a position to advise 
you shortly that a suitable man has been engaged.

for the FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY, LIMITED

We therefore request that you will consider seconding a 
Member of the Pool of Colonial Office Soil Surveyors to undertake a 
Soil Survey of the Falkland Islands, commencing if possible in 
September/October 1957* He would, of course, make a survey of the 
Colopy but we are of the opinion that it would facilitiate his work 
if he was based at Darwin, where the Technical Adviser to be engaged 
by us will be stationed, and where we could arrange accommodation 
and laboratory facilities.



Lambs$Year. No: Sheep. 
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Wool Production Figures.
Total Wool lbs.

J O1

Average 
per head.

6.43 
6.09 
6.11 
5.91

68.1
65.4
64.8
64.8
61.75

4,600,000
4,373,340
4,360,260
4,023,807

3.95 
5.12 
5.03 5.82 
4.77 
5.04
4.99 
5.09 
5.23 5.86 
5.95

6.07
6.13
6.45
6.25
6.81
6,67
6.58
6.54
6.87
6.64
6.66
6.52
6.53
7.60

60.3 6I4 81 
60.34 
52.70
56.89
57.1
62.67
54.66 
48.99 
55.08

2,297,000 
3,015,200 
3,398,061 
3,885,210 
3,065,761 
3,885,194 
3,808,475 
4,024,500 
4,187,628 
4,301,500 
4,801,222

1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894
1895 1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 1908
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915
1916 
1917 1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922
1923 
1924 
1925 1926 
1927 1928 
1929
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1.948 
1949 
1950
1951 
1952 
1953 1984
1 55' 
<5

4,251,052 
4,324,215 
4,449,599 
4,401,089 
4,869,275 
4,828,109 
4,643,781 
4,650,771 
4,820,552 
4,612,805 
4,670,255 
4,472,675 
4,711,271 
4,809,539

6.76 
6.56 
7.55 
6.09 
6.31 
6.45 
6.77 
6.63 
7.46 
6.93 
6.58 
8.08 
8.47 
7.66 
7.03 
6.98 
7.35 
7.21 
7.45 
7» 2.3 
1. 54
•1.'^

6.48
5.337.22
4.91
6.23
6.64 
6.09 
6.14
6.40
6.55

4,159,052 
3,994,537 4.560,663 
3,618,327 
3,794,664 
3,903,289 
4,218,901 
4,103,450
4,714,420 
4,544,800 
4,071,400 
4,940,775 
5,117,075 
4,736,930 
4,240^,000 
4,262', 000
4,379,000 
4,212,000 
4,419,000 
i-jy/OO 
<4-,

A , (+10,000

4,106,990 
3,361,003 
4,377,385 
2,972,509 
3,929,487 
4,06 8,057 
3,690,572 
3,931,593 
3,934,852 
4,021,444

582,000 
589,000 
676,000 
667,000 
642,000 
771,000 
763,000 
791,000 
801,000 
732,000 
807,000 
764,000 
715,000 
718,000 
714,000 
681,000 
702,000 
700,000 
703,000 
690,000 
688,000 
715,000 
724,000 
706,000 
711,000 
702,000 
695,000 
701,000 
689,000 
696,000 
633,000 
669,000 
654,000 
667,000 
666,000 
647,000 
634,000 
631,000 
605,000 
606,000 
631,000 
613,000 
606,000 
608,000 
615,000 
614,000 
607,000 
615,000 
609.000 
604,000 
602,000 
601,000 
605,000 
625,000 
634,000 
6>2,OOO 
627,000 
619,000 
611,000 
604,000 
618,000 
603,000 
611,000 
597,000 
584 ,,000

. 595j000
545 ..000

68.11
66.35 
67.79 
63.26
66.66 
60=35 
67.58 
56.41* 
64=94 
58.94
55.39 
67.39 
63.53 
60= 26 
to,. 00



7th March 1957.

Fox Bay East 
West Falklands.

SVttARW
i Jri i»—*—**z*^

Sir,
You will have received and read several letters from Farm Managers 

addressed to the Secretary,Sheep Owners Association,regarding the 
proposed soil survey and pasture improvement. The following are my own 
personal views on the matter
PASTURE IMPROVEMENT. I think it is a fact that over the last thirty yea: 
-s little benefit has been obtained from the time spent in the Colonyby 
Munro,Members of the Government Experimental Station,Weir,Gibbs,or 
Davies,all of whom were brought here at considerable expense. 
Nevertheless,! agree and believe that the visit of Professor W.Davies 
should have been arid-.Still is of the greatest value to the Colony.
It would appear that a number of suggestions made in his report "The 
Grasslands of the Falklands" could be carried out at reasonable cost 
without putting the Colony to the expense of bringing in any more 
expert technical advise which would probably not amount to very much 
more than what we have already been told at various periods over the 
last thirty years.
It has already been proved at Port Howard that clovers and the finer 
English grasses can be grown by ploughing,harrowing,and the use of 
fertilizers,but no information is available as to the cost of this work 
per acre. During the last three years some very interesting experiments 
have been carried out at Roy Cove on thickly covered diddle-dee camp. 
About 140 acres have been ploughed,harrowed,and planted with a mixture 
of English grasses and Yorkshire Fog,mainly the latter,without the use 
of any fertilizers.! have had the opportunity of being able to make an 
annual visit tomthe site of these experiments and the results are most 
encouraging. Mr Miller has kept a careful account of the expenditure 
involved per acre and I am sure would be prepared to supply any 
information required concerning costs. I understand that Mr Gilruth is 
carrying out experiments with a ’Cuthbertson Seeder’on white grass 
camp with good results.
On the information obtainable from the above two experiments,it would 
seem that other farms could carry out some form of land improvement 
scheme, providing finances permitted,and labour was available. 
Presumably,a start could be made by establishing Yorkshire Fog on hard 
diddle-dee land and dry white grass camp,and improve the wet camps 
by subdivision fences and heavy rotational grazing.
SOIL SURVEY.At the present time,I can see nothing to be gained from a 
Colony-wide soil survey by an expert and assistants in proportion to 
the expense involved.An expert would probably tell us that no pasture 
improvement should be undertaken without heavy dressings of lime. 
Lime dressings were actuallybapplied at Hill Cove on hard diddle-dee 
camp with negligible results,see Davies p 18.
Notwithstanding,I think useful information could be obtained,and at far 
less cost,by arranging for each farm to send soil samples from differ- 
-ent types of camp to the Macaully College,Aberdeen, for analysis.
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The Honourably,
The Colonial Secretary, 
Stanley.

CONCLUSION. On the assumption that farmers believe that the report of 
Mr V/.Davies still applies to the situation as it is to-day,the main 
difficulty is the acquiring of the right kind of agricultural machinery 
to carry out his suggestions.In this respect,! am sure we should be well 
advised to accept the advise of Mr Cutshbertson who besides being an 
agricultural engineer has a wide knowledge of ditching and draining work. 
If the Government are prepared to help the farmers with land improvement 
a more prolonged visit to the Colony of Mr Cuthbertson at Government 
expense in the not to distant future would be of considerable help. 
As the Falkland Islands Company have put aside a large sum for land 
improvements and have engaged the services of a Field Technical Officer 
and offered the benefit of his advise to other farmers,! think the 
Government should give them a certain amount of financial support. 
It is presumed that the Field Technical Officer will be working on 
Falkland Islands Company property for the first year of his stay in the 
Colony,and it is a matter for discussion whether other farmers would be 
prepared to give any financial support in this first year or give it 
during the second year when the Field Technical Officer might have more 
time to visit farms not belonging to the Company.

I am, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servant..

Chairman, /
Sheep Owners Association (Local Branch)
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ToThe Honourahle
(Local Committee)

Sir 9

^7^

The Colonial Secretary, 
Stanley.

■Secretary.
c.s

b;c, the request of the Chairman I forward these “'to yoyL for~information and 
return.

8th March,

I am,
Sir, 

your obedient servant,I

EMORANDUM

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS?'SHEEPOWMiRS/ASSOCIATION, 

'----- STANLEY.

SOIL 3UR~.^Y.
Copies of your letter dated 2Uth January, 1957 with enclosures were 

circulated to members of the Association with the request that they 
forward their views to me not later than 10th March. To date I have 
received reglies from Chartres, Ro37 Cove and West point Island and at
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TELEGRAM SENT.

From to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: Time: Time ::Received: :12.3.57. 1130

Soil Survey.

was

GTC : PT

J

PRIORITY

No: 43.

Most grateful if you would inform me urgentley whether at 
any stage during discussions on soil survey project Dr. William Davis 

consulted either by Falkland Islands Company or Colonial Office.

£
Your telegram No: 30.
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TELEGRAM SEN!

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 14TH.MAFCH Time: Received : i 5TH.MARPfft?e :1720 0930

Your telegram No:43•No:38.

Soil Survey.

Dr.William Davis fully consulted by Falkland Islands
Company who state that he concurs in the present proposal.

Secretary of State.

GLT/FBR.

I
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I EXTRACT FROM MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS OF EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
| AND LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL AND THE COMMITTEE OF THE SHEEPOWNERS’ 
ASSOCIATION HELD ON 11TH MARCH, 1957.

(b) should the survey eventually materialise it should 
be financed and controlled by Government and the surveyor 
should be based on Stanley.

6

The Honourable Mr. A. G. Barton stated that the Falkland 
Islands Company Ltd. now wished to defer their request for 
Government financial assistance for the Company’s pasture 
improvement and experimental projects.

Clerk bf /the Councils.

(c) estimates of cost should be prepared and inserted 
in the 1957/58 Estimates and submitted to Executive Council 
and eventually to the Standing Finance Committee.

(d) there was a general feeling that the surveyor 
proposed by the Secretary of State was not sufficiently ex
perienced.

PASTURE IMPRQVE?jENT. AND SOIL SURVEY.
There was a lengthy discussion on the proposal to arrange 

for a soil survey of the Colony to be undertaken. The outcome 
of the discussion was:-

(a) The majority of members of both Councils and the 
Committee of the Sheep Owners’ Association vzere in favour of 
the proposal for a Colony-wide soil survey. Messrs. H. C. 
Harding, S. Miller and E. T. Fern dissented,
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AT A MEETING OF EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE COUNCILS
AND SHE jJ?OV<NERS * ASSOCIATION

HELD AT GOVERNMENT HOUSE, STANLEY, 11TH MARCH 1957-

Messrs

SURVEYOR as Soil a

enciea Survey and some doubt was expressed

(

opia 
efi

//

SOIL
SAMPLES

PREVIOUS
RESEARCH

PRESENT? His Honour,

C V P

It was mentioned that Dr. Davies has recorded the 
that the Islands’ herbage did not always contribute to 
ive soil research•

Mr. Bonner suggested that Farms could easily obtain their 
own and forward them for analysis, the specialist to visit the 
Colony later.

the Officer Administering the Government, 
(Mr.A.G.Denton-Thompson), who presided.

served as a meteorologist vzith the Falkland
1 as to whether 
’’’j'^^perience ]

Surveyor would

A.G.Barton
S. Miller
C. H.Robertson
T. A.GilruthJ.T.Clement
E.T.Fern
D. Pole-EvansA.L.Hardy

who is now a metf 
9 previous!

A • Mercer 
J.F.Bonner
M. O.Creece
N. K.Cameron 
H.C.Harding 
S.G.TreesDr.R.S.Slessor

At the invitation of the Officer Administering the 
Government Mr. Barton addressed the meeting and felt he could 
add little to the documents which had previously been circulate 
to members in regard to the proposed Colony-wide Soil Survey.

Previous research in this field, for one reason or anothe 
would appear to have come to nothing.

The proposed Survey bad the support of such experienced 
men as Dr. Davies and Mr. Kurd, and he was in favour of its 
being carried out now, the cost to be met wholly from surplus 
Colony Funds.The Falkland Islands Company had recruited a Technical 
Officer for lastural Improvement and Mr. Barton considered 
the Soil Survey could be conducted concurrently with the Fasti 
Improvement Scheme.

Mr. Miller enquired if the person proposed 
was suitably qualified.

It transpired that Mr. David Lang, who is 
of the Pool of Colonial Office Soil Surveyors 
served as a meteorologist vzith the Falkland Islands n”* 
enclee Survey and some doubt was expressed as to wh.ti 1 
Lang could possibly have acquired sufficient 
this undertaking since leaving the Colonv mid ttcelTh. general iaea la that the 1

Mr. Denton-Thompson said that Mr. Bonner’s point regardful 
samples had already been considered, but he did not think the 
result would be of the practical kind required by Farmers. It 
would certainly seem preferable that recommendations should 
issue from a man with knowledge of the problems peculiar to 
the Islands, which could only be obtained by contact with 
local Farmers.

It is a specialist job to select suitable soil-pits ant 
one of the main jobs of a Soil Surveyor would be the productic 
of a Soil Map of the Colony.

O' II ' _ /i I -H
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SURVEY

FINANCE

Mr. Denton-Thompson sought the considered views of 
members present and stated it vzas the general consensus of 
opinion that we should make arrangements 2 or a Colony-wide 
Coil Survey — Messrs. Harding, Miller and Fern dissenting.

Mr. Denton-Thompson, replying to a question ofi re
grassing and fertilisers, said he thought Forms would be 
in a i-nuch stronger position in these matters with the assist
ance of a Soil tap to enable them to decide the area(s) 
which would react most favourably to Capital expenditure.

Mr. filler stressed he considered the Survey unnecessary 
at the moment and thought each Farm should seek its own 
solution, as in point oir fact had been done at Roy Cove 
with satisfactory results.

Although it was pointed out that the last such Survey 
took place 30 years ago, -r. herding thought the scheme 
under review to be premature.

SURVEYOR(contd)

EMPLOYMENT
CF TEOiffICAL 
OFFICER BY 
F^LKLARD IS. 
COMPANY

Mr. Hardy then seconded a Motion of Gilruth’s 
that the Scheme should be financed and operated entirely by Government.

Mr. Barton informed that the Falkland Islands Company 
was not at the moment asking for any financial aid for the 
work to be undertaken by their newly-appointed Technical 
Officer. If results subsequently justified, the Company 
may then make formal approach to Government and Sheepowners• Association.

two years, return to Rothamsted and work out his final 
results with the support of other scientific knowledge 
available at that Institute. Representations could be 
made for an assurance that the man selected is highly 
qualified and expert.

Mr. Harding considered it better to wait until the 
Falkland Islands Company Technical Officer arrived and see 
if he thought it necessary to have a Soil Survey at the 
present time. He also favoured the sending of samples to 
United Kingdom first for analysis.

Mr. Fern’s view was that a Restore Research officer 
appointed by Government and working with an Agricultural 
Advisory Board with a Farmers majority would be more desir
able. He deplored that his previous recommendation, the 
setting up of a Government controlled Experimental Station 
had not been implemented.

ORGANISATION 
OR >,ORK

The question of effective control was discussed and 
whether a special Sub-Committee should be appointed either 
by EXCO or BOA. The matter was left to Government who would 
work out times etc., but the Industry would be closely 
consulted.

One man to be engaged for continuous service with the Surveyor.
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Despatched: 26.3.57. Time:

CONFIDENTIAL. No: 52. Soil Survey.

/In the

i

Company.
(1)

Received:

My priority telegram No: 43*

O.A.G.
From to SECRETARY OF STATE.

You will appreciate that:-
(1) Any advice and recommendations given to the farmers must carry 
very considerable authority and weight and must be based on first hand 
experience of conditions here if any notice is to be taken of them.
(2) Now that a wide measure of support has been obtained for the 
project and there is increasing interest in pasture improvement and 
experimentation any setback at this stage or feeling that the surveyor is not 
sufficiently experienced may well prove fatal to further scientific work
or experimentation on any substantial scale.

In addition to the above we now appear to be faced with an added 
complication in as much as I am now informed that the Experimental Officer 
to be appointed by the Falkland Islands Conpany is a Veterinary Officer 
rather than somebody experienced in pasture improvement, which is the basis 
of our problems here, who wouldprobably have been better qualified to make 
the most of the results of a soil survey.

Matter has 'been fully discussed at meeting of Members of 
Legislative and Executive Councils and representatives of the Sheep Owners 
Association. Majority of Sheep Owners Association'representatives and 
large majority of Council Members support the proposals and axe prepared 
to see the project financed from Government funds provided it is organised 
by Government and based on Stanley and not Darwin as proposed by the

Certain reservations have however been expressed:-
There is a very strong feeling that the surveyor proposed is 

not sufficiently experienced.
(2) There is a. feeling that the Colony may only get ’’test tube” answers 
and recommendations that are doubtless academically correct but so far as 
recommendations based on the results of the survey are concerned may be 
inpracticable having regard, for instance, to the very substantial cost of 
freighting fertilizers to the Falklands or to unusual local conditions.
This has for instance been the experience of one or two farms which have in 
the past sent soil sanpies to the United Kingdom.

Time: 1430
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O.A.G-.
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In the circumstances I feel that we require:- „
(1) A soil survey by an experienced and authoritative surveyor who 
has had considerable experience of problems connected with plant 
chemistry, grasses and pastures®
(2) A practical set of recommendations and advice based on the 
results of the survey as to how the soil and pastures may be best and 
most economically inproved®
(3) A soil map of the Colony that vail indicate to farmers the 
areas most susceptible to improvement and treatment and which vail 
assist them in planning improvements schemes®

It may be that this is asking a great deal too much but I 
should be glad of further information and advice on the point. I 
would emphasise however that at this stage a really experienced and 
first class man, even if his services are rather more expensive, will 
make all the difference and may influence farming policy here for many 
years to come®
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No: 64* Following for Willis from Denton-Thompson begins:-

O.A.G.

G-TC : PT

0. A.G.
From (WWOT to SECRETARY OF STATE

If you see no objection I should be grateful if you would 
pass copy of my Soil Survey telegram No:52 to the Cliairman of the 
Falkland Islands Company, ends, 1

/

A -
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From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: Received:Timely)24o4.57.

No: 54,

SECER.

GTC/foH.

Your tel.
Confidential.
Following f°r Denton-Thompson from Willi ?%

No: 52 confidential. Soil Survey.
7 h lr

Proposal to appoint Lang has been reconsidered in the 
light of views set out in your telegram under reference, and 
while it is still felt Lang could competently execute a soil survey 
as originally envisaged in view of possibility that he might have 
to cany out his duties in an atmosphere of prejudice or genuine 
doubts as to his suitability we agree that he should not be further 
considered.
2. No officer meeting the requirements set out in your telegram
will be available from the Pool of Soil Surveyors for many years, and 
consultation with Macaulay Institute and Soil Survey England "and Wales 
has so far* not resulted in discovery of such person. Eq^xuiries are 
being pursued but no guarantee can be given as to when an officer of 
the type required can be recruited. We will keep you informed of 
developments. A staff indent with full details sliould be despatched 
as soon as possible as basis for full recruitment action. ends.

25.4.57. Time 0930
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From: The Officer Administering the Government of the. Falkland Islands.

To: The Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Date:
7th ¥ay

No. •
9U. COLONY

v-| £ Your confidential teleg r air No. 5U* A staff

indent in respect of the Soil Surveyor is enclosed.

CzOVERKOR

SAVING TEUEGRAM.

F. I. ref:
* C. 0. ref:

, 1957.
SAVING.

Soil Survey.
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Government reference, etc. 

GOVERNMENT OF

STAFF VACANCY FORM.
Title of vacant post:1. Soil Surveyor.

Department:

Cause of vacancy:

Number of vacancies: j2.

Qualifications:—-3.

4. Age limits: Ho age limit provided that the candidate is fit

Duties:5.

(3)

6. When should the officer take up the appointment?

As soon as possible.

(1)
(?)

Agr i cultura1 Department.

Decision to carry out a soil survey of the Colony.

and active and fully able to carry out arduous 
field work over a period of one or two years.

To carry out a soil survey of the Colony.
To prepare a soil ma of the Colony and 
the individual farms.

To make recomriiendutions and advise the Colonial Government and farmers on how the 
soil and pastures may be best and most 
economically improved.

Probable posting on arrival, if known: Officer will be based on 
Stanley hut will be required to ork -rinci.pally in the 
countryside for the ur* ose of carrying out his survey.

(b) Further qualifications desired, if possible: He should* if 
possible, possess knowledge of problems connected 
with plant chemistry* grasses and pastures.

Financial Provision: Estimates 19.
Head: Sub-head : Item:

(a) Essential qualifications required: Candidate should be an 
experienced and qualified soil surveyor.



Emoluments:—7.

£1,500

N.B.—When emoluments are shown in local currency, please also show their sterling equivalent.

8. Incremental Credit allowable:— 

(a) For War Service up to increments.

35

(c) For approved experience up to

(d) For the following qualification (s):—.

years.

Incremental Credit formula for approved experience, if applicable:

(a) Outfit Allowance: 

(b) Education Allowance(s)i

7 I

Emoluments payable (at half or full rate, as appropriate) during the 
period of the outward passage on first appointment:

Full rate (during outward and homeward passages)

Average age of entry to the post for War Service 
Credit purposes, etc. __  

Whether incremental credit under any or all of the above headings may 
be offered by the Crown Agents or the Colonial Office, or whether 
reference back to the Government is desired:

(a) Salary (if fixed):

or, salary scale, showing increments and the incidence of 
Promotion and/or Efficiency Bars (commencing at the enhanced 
entry point, if any) :

(b) For post-war compulsory military service 
 up to

(b) Substantive additions to salary (Expatriation Pay, Inducement 
Pay or Addition, etc.):

(c) Temporary and variable additions to salary (e.g. Cost of Living 
Allowance) :

9. Allowances:—



(c) Allowances alternative to passage assistance for children:

Is private practice permitted in the case of Doctors?10.

If not, is Staff Pay or an allowance payable in lieu ?

Women candidates:—11.

May women candidates be considered? No.

If so,

(a)

(b) Basis for incremental credit, if any:

Terms of appointment?12.

A. With prospect of permanency. No.

No.

engagement agreement) for

(iv) On Colonial Superannuation Scheme terms— No

(a) without an engagement agreement;

(b) with an engagement agreement.

Please indicate, in the space below, on which of the following terms 
the appointment(s) should be made. (Where a choice of two or 
more alternatives may be offered to candidates, please indicate 
accordingly).

Emoluments and conditions of service (if different from 
those for male candidates) :

(d) House or hotel allowance in lieu of Quarters if they are not 
available:

(i) On probation (without an engagement agreement) for the 
permanent and pensionable establishment.

(iii) On agreement, with the prospect of admission to the 
permanent and pensionable establishment after completion 
of a probationary period. No.

(ii) On probation (without an 
permanency, with retiring benefits from a contributory 
Provident Fund. No.

(e) Other allowance(s): Board and lodging will be paid by 
Government when necessary (i.e. when the surveyor is 
not the guest of one of the farms).
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B. Temporary.

(i) On contract with gratuity. No.

(ii) On contract without gratuity. Yes.

(iii) On contract, with contribution to Provident Fund. No.

a minimum of two children up to school

-. and so on.13.
contract-/gratuity terms) :

Is gratuity liable to local Income Tax?

14.

15.

Passage entitlement (male officers):—16.
First-class(a) On first appointment and on final termination: 

passages to and from the Colony.

Number of tours of continuous residential service for which the officer 
is to be engaged in the first instance:

£1.
£1.10.

(b) 10/- each per month for 
leaving age (1U). 
Two children 

. Three, childrenRate of gratuity
(if appointment is on

(a)
Further information about terms, if necessary/If a particularly 
experienced candidate is found a higher salary than £1,500 
may be offered after consultation with the Colonial Government.
Childrens allowance

Length of a normal tour of continuous residential service (i.e. service 
unbroken by a period of oversea vacation leave) :
Officer will be required to complete the soil survey to the 
satisfaction of Government. It is provisionally estimated 
this will take two years. It may, however, take longer and 
if that is the case the officer will be expected to complete 
it.Leave:—

(a) Oversea vacation leave on completion of a tour: On termination 
of his residential service he will be eligible for vacation 
leave with full pay at the rate of U days for each completed 
month of resident service in the Colony - provided that his 
work and conduct have been satisfactory. Such leave will 
begin on the day on which he arrives in the United Kingdom.

(b) Local (or casual) leave:



J

Quarters or lodging:—17.

18.

19.

20. BX Old Age

21.

If so, can it be obtained locally ?

22.

May the officer be accompanied by his wife or family, subject to the 
availability of passages?

Yes.
If not, may he be joined by his wife or family during his first tour?

(b) On leave between tours, if different from the entitlement 
under (a):

find him quarters.
respect of wife and family* 
and hotel about £h per week*

If required will bo provided 
by Governs tent.

(c) Can items such as crockery, cutlery, soft furnishings, linen, etc. 
be purchased locally? Yea.

Will the officer be required, or permitted, to contribute to a J8K 
Pension Scheme?

Yes - at the rate of 2/«* per week refundable on leaving the 
Colony.

Will camp equipment be required?

Is medical and/or dental treatment readily available at the officer’s or 
the Government’s expense for the officer and for his family?
Free medical and dental attendance in the Colony.

(a) Please give details regarding rentals charged for Government 
Quarters, if available, and state whether furniture is provided 
and, if so, at what rental: Rent free

Should the officer travel by air on first appointment? Only if sea passage 
is not available.

(b) Please give the general position in connection with availability 
of Government Quarters and their suitability for married or 
family men. If Government Quarters will not be available, 
please advise regarding the local housing position, rentals, hotel 
and boarding house costs, etc. The offi ci" will be required to 

spend most of his time in the camp* It is desirable but not i 
absolutely essential that he should be single. lie will be 
provided with hotel accommodation or lodgings while in Stanley* 
If married and if he requires it Gove?.:oment will endeavour to » 

Government would rot pay hotel b'lls in • 
Lodging^ cost about £J per week ;



23.

No*

24.

25. Local Income Tax, and other local taxes and levies:

Childrens A.llqy/a.nce
Children under- the age of 16 years - £100 for each child

26.

Signature.

Date.

M/56. W. & Co. Ltd.

Will the officer be required to pass any language examinations? 
If so, please give details.

of chargeable 
of chargeable 
of chargeable 
of chargeable 
of chargeable

£100
£100
£250
£250
£250

Please insert the name and leave address of any officer on leave who is 
particularly required to assist at interviews of candidates:

Income Tax levied as follows!- 
income - free 
income - 1/- 
income - 2/- 
income - 2/6 
income - J/-

- 3/6

rates payable*
the first
the next
the next
the next
the next

Further information, if necessary, of any kind (e.g. -advance of salary 
for the purchase of a car, and rate of repayment) :

No
On
On
On
On
On
And thereafter at

Mr* F. K. ElliottjSecretary,
Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey* c/o Crown Agents.
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No: 72. Following for Denton-Thompson from Willis "begins:-

SECRETARY".
CIO

GTC : PT
■ ®

Despatched: 28.5.57.

7 
My tel. No: 54*

Soil Survey.
Problem is now being further examined by Macaulay Institute 

who will probably recommend that a team of at least two officers 
is required to meet the requirements set out in your telegram No:52 
which amounts to very much more than a soil survey. In addition 
it may well be necessary to s tipulate the provision of pasture 
agronomist to work with the team and follow up their work. Since 
some experimental work would almost certainly be involved by this 
officer it is unlikely team could make policy recommendations as 
these would depend on the result of experiments over a period of 
years. Will send you advice as soon as received, ends.
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COLONIAL OFFICE
THE CHURCH HOUSE

GREAT SMITH STREET

S.W.1

/ August, 1957-

^2
A. G. Denton-Thompson, Esq., M.C.

: *’9

Will to you about Falklands.
you please refer to my telegram No. /2 the proposed soil survey in the The Secretary of State's advisers are still not satisfied that we have arrived at the best 

method of investigating how to improve the Falklands pastures, and we nope to arrange a meeting in the near future at which Dr. McArthur, the Head of the Macaulay Institute, and Dr. William Davies would be present, together with a member of the Falkland Islands Company, who has had local experience.
In the meantime, I am sending for your information a copy of a report on a soil survey in Cyprus carried out by the Deputy Head of the Soil Survey of England and Wales, to illustrate what is generally understood here by a soil survey. I think that you will agree that this would still not carry you veiy far towards the improvement of your pastures, and if a soil survey is undertaken, it would be wasted unless it is linked with other investigations.

/As

iTel.: ABBey 1266
Extension.

Your Keierence

My Reference.WI.S. 2.8/1100/01



Al
COLONIAL OFFICE

THE CHURCH HOUSE

GREAT SMITH STREET
My Reference S.W.1

(M. A. Willis)

/Tel.: ABBey 1266
'* Extenston................

Your Reference

As soon as we have any definite progress to report, I will send another telegram.
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9th September, 1957.

It

A.G.D.T.

Our thinking is very much on the same lines as yours® 
is quite clear that a soil survey in itself will be insufficient 
and it must be tied to a proper programme of long term investigation 
and experimental work. I had this very much in mind when I 
referred to the fact that ’’test tube” answers would not be 
sufficient for our purposes in my confidential telegram No. 52 of 
the 6th March.

,M.A. Willis Esq., M.B.E., 
The Colonial Office, 
The Church House, 
Great Smith Street, 
London, S.V/.l.

As you are aware, the Falkland Islands Company are going 
ahead with a long term experimental programme in Lafonia and we 
have hopes that this will do much to meet a very definite need 
here in the Falklands. Unfortunately they have just had a 
disastrous fire at Goose Green and I understand have lost much of 
their new equipment which they brought out for the project. I 
think, however, this will only be a temporary setback, unfortunate 
as it is.

We are very grateful for all the trouble that is being 
taken over this project and look forward to hearing the Macaulay 
Institute’s suggestions. In the meantime I assume that no 
further action is being taken to recruit a soil surveyor as the 
Legislature have ”frozen” the token vote inserted in the Estimates 
until we hear something further from you. They then wish to 
reconsider the whole matter.

D/0
I C* Very many thanks fox* your letter 171S28/1100/01. of the 
1st August 1957 about the proposed soiT^surVey ih~the Falkland 
Islands.
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93
THE FUTURE OF THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

AND OF
THE SHEEP FARMING IIWUSTRY.

The future of the industry must be considered against the background of the past which can be briefly summarised.
It is the story of how the land in this remote 

group of islands was taken up,the sheep introduced,and the 
farms and settlements established that together a hundred 
years later form the only industry and support of the colony 
and,despite grave handieaps,provide a standard of living 
for the 2,.500 inhabitants which compares not unfavourably 
with that enjoyed in most other parts of the Commonwealth.

Today however the colony and the industry are faced 
by two serious threats both of which were referred to by 
the Governor in his last address to the Legislative Council. 
The first threat is the constantly rising cost of the 
Administration which inevitably in a we If are-minded age will 
continue to grow until the economic stability of the colony 
is undermined. The reserves of the colony are being rapidly 
depleted,nor can any large economies be looked for which 
will arrest this process. On the contrary if we are to continue to attract efficient staff to the Government 
departments then salaries must rise to compete with those 
paid in other colonies. From this conclusion there is no 
escape,as there is none from the fact that within the colony 
there is only the sheep on which to place the ever increasing 
burden. Serious as this threat is an even deadlier danger 
lies in the possibility of the industry losing the labour 
to maintain it as the islanders in growing numbers turn 
their gaze on the more abundant life that other countries 
and other climates are able to offer.

Until the outbreak of the last war it could be said 
that the islanders were content with the lot that the colony 
and the industry afforded them. In general they looked 
to the farms for employment,and they found sufficient the 
modest rewards,the simple pleasures and the interests of 
farm work. For many of the men, and for the women who shared 
it,the solitude of the shepherd’s life was accepted as a 
normal and satisfying existence. But it is not across 
Africa only that the winds of change are blowing.
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If not to the united Kingdom 
Southern Chile appears to be

The wireless and the cinema,magazines and popular 
press,together with the higher standard of education have 
combined to create an awareness among the islanders of the 
isolation in which they live and of the attractions which 
larger countries in more genial climates hold out* Therelarger countries in more genial climates hold out* 
is nothing surprising in this* Good as local wages are the 
industry cannot emulate Australian or Hew Zealand standards, 
nor if it could match their wages could it offset the 
advantages they enjoy in climate,medical and educational 
services,variety of sport and entertainment,or the opportunities 
they present to enterprise and ambition. So as things are 
it is probable,if not certain,that the drift from the colony 
will continue and may well become a flow.

VThere then is the industry to look for labour?
It is more than doubtful if the United Kingdom provides the 
answer. The figures must be readily available of the number 
of men that since the war have come out to the islands on 
contract to the farms-and at what cost? How many of these 
men have completed their contracts? Mow many have renewed 
them? And-signifleant figure-how many of these men are
today to be found in the shepherd’s houses9 For we must 
keep constantly in mind that it is not sufficient to fill the 
settlements with men who may,perhaps,learn to shear sheep, 
cut peat and drive a tractor,but above all the outside houses 
must be kept occupied,for once these are abandoned,then indeed, 
without the men to shepherd,to gather and drive the sheep, 
the industry must Quickly perish.

Ib seems therefore that the United Kingdom can be 
regarded only as an unsatisfactory and expensive source of 
labour for the settlements, 
then where else can we look? 
the only possibility,and even there the development of the 
oil industry is drawing men away from the farms. But if ways 
are not found of persuading the islanders to remain in the 
colony then it is to the Chileans that the sheep farms must 
finally turn. They at least will shepherd the sheep,but as 
the colony becomes increasingly dependent on them,then it 
is clear that social and political consequences of a far 
reaching character must inevitably follow.
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In England today farmers are prosperous,yet it is 
relevant to speculate on what their position would be had 
they for the past hundred years been taxed at the prevailing 
rates but denied the guaranteed prices,the grants,and the 
subsidies on which their prosperity is founded; had they to pay heavy freights on everything they required,and at their 
own cost to place their produce on an open market eight 
thousand miles away; had they to provide unaided for th^fer 
own doctors and dentists,pastors and school teachers, 
telephones and cinemas; if,in short,for every necessity and amenity of life they were dependent on their own resources. 
And,finally,had they been left without roads.••••••

An. absurd speculation,of course. But,nevertheless, 
precisely the conditions under which the sheep farms of 
the Falklands have always worked and are working today,but 
under which they will not work much longer,because the 
islanders are resolved to move out of the Middle Ages into 
the 20th. Century.

Is there anything then that can be done to encourage 
the Falkland Islander to remain in the colony? If an 
answer is found we may be certain -chat among much else it 
will involve increased expenditure by the Government and by 
the industry on salaries and wages,housing and education,all 
of which the sheep must pay for. Further no answer is 
likely to serve that does not oall for a heavy expenditure 
on the construction of roads,the almost total lack of which 
is perhaps our greatest single handicap. From our own 
resources we can never hope to pay for roads,but our claim 
for consideration from the Treasury in London is a strong 
one and must be pressed. For many years and until quite 
recently the one industry in this distant colony was 
required to pay tribute to the United Kingdom Government, 
so that in ail sums of money amounting to millions of 
pounds have been collected from these undeveloped islands 
to subsidise the taxpayer at home.
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We

Copies to-:
The Colonial Secretary,Stanley, The Secretary S. 0. A*,Stanley 
A. G. Barton 0. B. E.

When one reflects on the condition of the Falkland 
Islands today we can see that it is not one in which the 
Mother country can take great pride after more than a 
hundred years of Sovereignty* Rather a shabby,ill-nourished 
offspring for such an opulent parent. Hardly one to be held up to other countries as an example of enlightened 
Colonialism* But we have been handicapped by our loyalty, 
by the lack of a vocal seditious element in the community 
which has in other colonies provided the sure guarantee of 
constant and lavish consideration from the Government in 
the United Kingdom. Our loyalty there has been no need to 
buy,Government House has not been burnt down, so neglect and 
the tax gatherer have been our portion.

Others one day will judge of the value that can 
ever be recovered from the hundreds of thousands of pounds 
contributed annually to the Wastes of the Antartic. 
only know that a small fraction of the sum devoted to the 
construction of loads in this colony would banish the sense 
of isolation and bring the promise of a more abundant life 
to every family in the islands. Since the invention of 
the wheel roads have been essential for progress and 
development in every part of the world,and so it will prove 
in the Falklands. Not least they are an. imperative for 
closer settlement,one of the surest means of binding the 
community to the soil and giving it a stake in the future of the colony.

The sands are running out,tho problems are urgent 
and admit of no delay. Yet delay Y/ill be the policy of the 
Colonial Office. To delay coining to our assistance until 
the reserves are exhausted and the colony half deserted; to 
throw the lifebelt only when we no longer have the strength 
to grasp it. Before it is too late they must be made to 
realise the shortsightedness of such a policy. The situation 
calls for large,imaginative and radical thinking by the 
Colonial Office,the Falkland Islands Government and the 
farmers. On their decisions will depend not merely the 
survival of the sheep fams but whether in fact as well as 
in name the colony is to remain British.
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I have just seen a coo, of Noxrum’s tour de force on 
’ The Future on the FaLJLaszd islands am of the keep Far. dwg 
ln;-.U3txy,> There io a vexg great deal in v.h?t he says, an 
it is very true 11 that it is not across Africa only that the 
wirxhs of change are blowing'*h 1 think it would be a tragedy
if’ the industry had to tarn to Chile for labour, tut tlx 
present position is a very worrying one* '.\ :tny keep xurd.ors 
ay <-o:x:?atoly at their present level by ip er bition frc. . .uuoreg 
but 1 fool ^Aality is going down all the time* -- ho bled; hoy 
from the *;g is no substitute for a goo Fol.: land *... .larger who 
decides io try his luck in New geland* Cur problem is liov to 
:;:cc . good people here, and io entourage good co 1c to come out. 
doth Jkw and ;• ,.ruW.-. believe in ’ closer settlement’ , but Ikemon 
thinks it will never emo about unless we lave roads*

1 wndex*, though, whether there is not sorre ■■-ossibility 
on our present farms of putting good ixn i?. charge of sections, 
with the object of giving then oom real stoke in the in&xstxy. 
At first they would, pertaps, just be in charge of the • rh.n farm’s 
sheep without owning sheep of their own, but little by little they 
might b allow., to acquire sheep as their own property, until all 
the sheep in the ...cotion belonged to the section manager* Tho r.mn 
faxv; manager would retain control of breeding policy, an would 
h vc to have f ell powers to ensure that the section was properly 
fu:n:.e-' and not over* stocked* He would continue to shear, -ack,
and si-ip the wool, and pertaps pay tho eetion manager an .?greed 
price p-.-r pound wh. ch would have to take into account ttat tho 
sheep am being rm on the main farm’s land etc*, etc* ...!'is 
is, of course, the broadest and roughest outline. X ai: :^?e 
that as a practical sheep farmer you can see all sort;; o:.' s3?.-«gs 
in it, but 1 co think tliat to keep good cen hox*e, and 
if so:n© such qyBtcia wore found to 'vxrk, to encourage gece eon 
to cc o out, it s nocossazy to give the : soix real stalcc in th 
couiitxy and tlie industry, find to bx^ing tar to them that overy 
dcad sheep* in the Ca^ means less money in their poa-ret*

The Ho^» d. ‘» T&rton, 0*B* J.F.

I co wt think the answer to th? problc:: of ice irxg goed 
men in the Cag;> would be in a multiplicity of scalier 
A;; dor?, iocintod out to itx v,bo.:; we wore ir.:vin<g. a ciocuosio ah?mt 
it, nu...ezx3us canll holders, all vireducing and sbi;.pi- p their ov??. 
wool in small lots, which are not attractive to buyers, would, 
a?tcz» a few year ,, be producing wool of different type;., uh uic 
Falklanc Islams clip woula bixiorr© ir.ox’casiiXpy i^r'.btrrxtivo* 1 
on sure it is esrjential that wc sliould prescx%rc our oof ixro, 
cud. o p up the q uality of our wr>ol. Smiler, irdeg c: oat forms 
do not, therefore, ;>e .:?. to ce th© ans’ .or, and in any case, thuro 
is no land available, unless by nxirctase fr ’ ■ large forrx.

I core say that some fams night not readily le-it:. tro??- 
selves to sub-6ivi.jion into sections, but others ifaght* dq;y 
s ch ochare, or variation of it, would, j. think, have t- begin 
iu a s.all v.ay with just one, or perhaps two, licked men, and. 
jji. .•■;.? tlic eye of a manager who r ally believed in it. X can
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Please forgive this hurried letter, but I want to catch 
the rrail which closes this rooming, and I thought you night like 
to lave my preliminary thoughts on lloiran’s memorandum while you 
are still in England,

Uc certainly need more financial help, for one of our 
most pressing and immediate problems is to become coiipetitive 
i:_ terms of .ages, not only to encourage our good expatriates 
to stay, but 'to prevent good Falkland Islanders leaving the 
olony. Our hospital and medical services con^xxre favourably 

with- the U, •, and I wuld. like to see our education services 
in the same category, For this wo need help, not only for 
capital (Expenditure - on the enlargement of the yorwin school 
for instance - but for the staff go run it, Time, as Ikrran 
says, is running out, but I do not think the solution to our 
problems is necessarily txwendous expenditure on a roac building 
progra e.

think of no one except the Company who would give a lead in this 
v^ey, J ha at Fitsroy has, I Jtnow, given much thought to thia 
port f thing, and you nd^it think that a pilot scheme could be 
begun there, Jim believes that some such plan would not be 
altruistic and would, in the long run, benefit the Company as 
much as tlx: • tenant’ • I wonder if ary siinil r schsrxi has been 
tried elsewhor , pcraps in Australia or how Zealand, and ;ir 
nthony Kurd might lenow about this.

To revolt to Hannan’s memorandum, he feels very strongly 
bout roads and t- ere is no doubt that roads do more than anything 
else to open a countxy, but roads would not heli) ^h~- out 
islands of the Pal/.lands and inprove the lot of the people living 
on thexn. Unlike most Colonics, we have no labour force available 
for work or. roads, and if wo were to undertake a road b Aiding 
programme in the Carrp, not only the r-achinexy, but labour as well, 
would have to be imported from t e • Z, This iwortod labour, 
and it would be lively to bo of the roughest type, would lave to 
be paid at vciy high rates, and the effect of this on local farm 
labour would have to be consid red. I< con raot^r would 'take on 
a I’oad building pro ra ..g i.n ths Colory unless he were going to 
mke a good thin//out of it, and 1 would think a good nll~wathcr 
road woul cost at tho very least tC20,OJO a mile, and possibly a lot 
xaore, I doubt whether a roac could be built at core tbnn a rile 
a month, and even if the money were forthcoming, it mould bo years 
before the effect would be felt in the Ca?^>, 1 agree entirely,
.owevor, that inproved cor;Txmications would rake a world of 
different to the Coloiy, axki that was I mentioned the 
cushioncraft to you when I last wrote, Maybe the day will core 
/.hen every outside .ittpherd will have a cusliion~rover! It ray 
loe rary years away, but ;x>rhaps no longer tron it would take to 
got a road to cveiy outside house.



H.C. S.

loth August I960
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I am returning for filing Norman Cameron’s memorandum 
on ’The Future of the Falkland Islands and of the Sheep 
Farming Industry’. I also attach a copy of a letter I wrote 
to Barton by the last mail. There is no doubt that this 
problem is a vzorrying one, and I feel that time is running 
out on us. We are losing too many good people to Hew Zealand 
and Australia, and they are not being replaced by people of 
equal calibre. I feel that really the only way to keep good 
men here is to give them a real stake in the country and the 
industry, and the problem is how this can be achieved. As I 
said in my letter to Barton, I think the best thing would be 
for the Company to give a lead. Barton will, no doubt, be 
discussing Cameron* s memorandum and my letter in England, and 
it will be interesting to see what he has to say when he returns. 
Hurd is, I believe, very conscious of this problem, and he may 
perhaps have some ideas on it.
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APPENDIX I

Farm

4.16169,800 2.05707,200

1.454.8041,300198,200

fi

0.927.88229,100 29,100

3.702.4712,40030,500

5.69165,000 1.49. Fox Bay West 29,000

281,6001,330,000

(2) Darwin and North Arm are two separately managed farms.

1.

‘ Fitzroy and
4 Green Patch

\ Speedwell, 
George, and 
Barren and 
islands in 
Falkland 
Sound

•Port
Stephens

• Darwin,
• North Arm 
and islands 
off the
East Coast(2)

The Falkland 
Islands Co. Ltd.

No. of 
Sheep

No, of Acres 
supporting 
one sheep

Pounds of 
Wool 
per acre

According to my 
information the acreage of Darwin (including Lively and other Islands) is 
approximately 400,000 acres, carrying 103,000 sheep; and that of North Arm 
307,000 acres, carrying 67,000 sheep.

(1) I am indebted to Mr. W. We Blake for the calculations of acreages etc., in 
this table. With a few exceptions I have rounded off to the nearest 100 the 
figures for acreage and the numbers of sheep.

The figures relating to the numbers of sheep, the acres on each farm 
supporting one sheep, and the pounds of wool produced per acre, are based on 
the Stock Return for 1962-63.

The approximate acreages have been calculated from the 1 : 50,000 maps of 
the Falkland Islands (Directorate of Overseas Survey 453 of 1961/62).

Ownership, Acreage, etc., of Falkland Island Farms _(l_)

//] f IoJJJLqJs <xc<rt<

Public Companies Registered in the United Kingdom
Approxi
mate
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137* That if the labour situation in Stanley does not improve, Chilean 
labour on contract should be introduced there (paragraph 123).

138. In conclusion, I wish to express my personal belief and faith in the 
viability of the Falkland Islands’ economy. But resolute action will be 
needed if a situation, which today is merely somewhat precarious, is to be 
prevented from reaching a stage when it becomes irreparable. It is not 
too much to say that it is the whole future of the Colony that is now at 
stake.
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APPENDIX I (oontd.)

Farm

1.564.62147,000 31 9800

1.6328,600142,600 . 4.99

Private Companies Registered in the United Kingdom:

38,600 1.834.48173,100

30,600 2.483.1997,700

1.058.019,80078,800

tt

2.153.828,00030,300

Private Companies Registered in the Falkland Islands;

6.92 1.14164,900 23,800Chartres

3.332.3520,40048,000

Grand,h

Steepldj^oZxf»Q
4.062.592,9005,400Islands

Port San 
Carlos

Port 
Howard

Weddell, 
Beaver, 
and neigh
bouring 
Islands
Saunders 
Island

Pebble, 
Keppel 
and ad
jacent 
Islands

Approxi
mate

Acreage

Hill
Cove
Fox Bay 
East with 
Dunnose 
Head and 
Packe1s 
Port 
Howard

Holmested, 
Blake & Co.

James Lovegrove 
Waldron, Ltd.
Port San 
Carlos, Ltd.
John Hamilton
Estates, Ltd.

No. of 
Sheep

No, of Acres 
supporting 
one sheep

Pounds of 
Wool 

per acre

Packe 
Brothers 
& Co.

Chartres Sheep 
Farming Co, Ltd.
Dean Brothers 
Ltd.
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APPENDIX I (contd.)

Farm

26,700 4.06San Carlos 1.74108,300

123,600 1.21• Teal InletTeal Inlet Ltd, 23,300 5.30

74,600 2.01• Roy Cove 4.2717,500

1.066.42• Douglas Station 134,500 20,900

Farms not Registered as Companies?

16,000 3.68 1.89, Salvador 58,700R. Me Pitaluga

15,600.Johnson’s Harbour 3.15 2.04Smith Brothers 48,900

4,600 0.608.67Mrs. G. S. Yonge . Bluff Cove 40,200

2.96Port Louis 37,700 12,800 2.30

• Rincon Grande 25,700 2.34 2.8111,000

5.65Carcass Island 4,250 1.912,200

New Island 5,720 2,800 2.01 4.55J. J. Davis

5.96Sea Lion Islands 2,180 1,700 1.28

3,630 2,600 6.881.40

2.26- Sedge Island 850 380 1.18W. Macbeth

Douglas Station 
Ltd.

West Point 
Island

Approxi
mate 

Acreage

Estate
T. Robson

Bertrand
& Felton Ltd.

San Carlos
Sheep Farming
Co. Ltd.

No. of 
Sheep

Pounds of
Wool 
per acre

No. of Acres 
supporting 
one sheep

Estate
J. Pitaluga

C. & K.
Bertrand

J. Lee 
r/7/2- /?• 
Mrs. -Jy~NapTeir~
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APPENDIX I (contd.)

Crown Lands Leased to Tenants;

6.598,570 1,300 0.70

1,6705,370 3.22 1.49

2,600 650 4.03 4.23

637,800 4.56 1.68All Farms 2,903,100

Approximate

Moody ' Valley-

Sparrow
Cove

Mullet Creek

No, of 
Sheep

No, of Acree 
supporting 
one sheep

Pounds of Wool per acre
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APPENDIX II

The Gross and the Net Value of Wool Exports

year GROSS SALE PROCEEDS

1959 47.94 4,532,079 £ £905,283 773,000

4,634,0751960 46.75 902,679 768,000£ £

1961 964,3564,811,754 £ £48.1 824,000

1962 4,661,386 913,76847.047 £ £ 778,000

5,060,7661963 56.0 £1,033,000£1,180,845

1964 57.06 £1,010,000£1,150,873

1965 £ 968,161 £ 827,00048.05

*

The correct figure is that shown in the

AVERAGE LONDON
PRICE

PENCE PER LB.
APPROXIMATE 
NET VALUE 

i.e. GROSS LESS 
7d. PER LB.

WEIGHT
LBS.

Owing to a clerical error, for which the Collector of Customs was not 
responsible, the official figure of the weight of wool exported in 1965 
has been given as 5,019,099 lbs. 
above table.

4,840,687
4,839,724 *
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APPENDIX III

TABLE A

ROY COVE

Year

£ d. £ £ d. £8. 8.

1958-59 395 4 10 11 1793 1 13 10 nil nil

1959-60 367 65 o 1845 1 15 2 nil nil

1960-61 2856722 3 19 1 1 13 9 nil nil

1961-62 462 4983 14 17111 1 15 8710

1962-63 1146 21823 2 3505 10821 2 0 4

1963-64 607 165023 17 2342 32311 19 2

1964-65 674 26013 17 2 534215 29821 10

1965-66 71061603 16297 5 7 1 11 38501

1966-67 4612450 4 12 214111 1 15

4612Total acres 5120 Total Cost £20,397

* Estimated on the basis of current wool prices.

Cost per 
acre

Total Stock 
increase

Nett return 
per fleece

Extra
Stock 
carried

Revenue 
increase 
from 
extra stock

Total
Cost

Acreage 
ploughed 

and 
re-seeded

£26,803
Total 
revenue 
from extra
Stock 
carried.

Annual Cost of Pasture Improvement and Extra Revenue from 
Additional Stock carried

* 0 8071 *
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APPENDIX III

TABLE B

ROTATIONAL GRAZING AT PORT HOWARD

GROUP 1

7i Miles 251 Yds. 30i Miles13,672

GROUP 2 WHITE ROCK EAST

12,527 54 Yds. 430 Yds.
GROUP 3 SIX HILLS

25i Miles\ 254, 4i Miless.
GROUP 4 WARRAH

1lf Miles 372 Yds.1 les 109 Yds.

54i Miles 22866,924TOTALS .8.

PEAT BANKS
WHITE ROCK POINT
NEAR END
LITTLE MOUNTAIN
HOME FLOCK

FRONT SIX HILLS 
RAM PADDOCK MT. 
POND RIDGE 
GLADSTONE VALLEY 
MT. JOCK 
GAP PADDOCK 
TRIPLE CHANCE

FRIZLEY BAY 
BOUNDARY CORNER 
MT. EDGEWORTH 
MT. ARTHUR 
BRIDGE MOUNTAIN

1,802
2,300
2,161
1,848
2,388

427
2,657

13,583

5,698 
1,681 
2,153
1,667 
1,328

MILES FENCING 
ERECTED SINCE 
JULY 1960

MILES FENCING 
ERECTED BEFORE
JUNE I960

No. 7
8
910

SECOND CREEK

2,097
2,982
1,670
2,449
4.474

/

k

5,797
5,152
7,124
3,978
5,091

27,142

3i Miles

62 Miles 36? »-

SHAG COVE TOP SIDES
ACRES


